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ABOUT BITFOCUS
Built from the bottom up to serve the unique needs of homeless service and
housing providers, Bitfocus is equipping communities with the technology
and expertise needed to support closely-integrated, high-performing systems
of care. Not only a software developer, Bitfocus is also the only company
in the industry to act as both a HMiS vendor and System Administrator. Our
team operates within the very programs and services that we’ve designed,
so we have intimate knowledge of the unique needs faced by communities in
supporting a truly functional and integrated HMiS.
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Ready
to hit the
ground
running.
Let's get to work

With a proven track record of successful
implementations, our multidisciplinary team of
human services data experts has been down this
path before and knows what it takes to make
things work. Learn more at bitfocus.com

We partner with
communities everyday
to use data to transform
Human Services and drive
positive social change.
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Date: 1/25/2019
Homeless Services Network of Central Florida
4065-D L.B. McLeod Road
Orlando, Florida 32811
Attn: Angel Jones
Phone: 407-893-0133 x642
Dear Selection Committee,
On behalf of Bitfocus, I am pleased to submit this proposal to provide Homeless Services Network (HSN) of
Central Florida with a platform to manage, analyze and leverage HMIS data throughout your community. As the
HMIS and case management software vendor for the over 75 organizations, we stand steadfastly committed to
HSN’s efforts to facilitate client case management and data analysis, and are eager to expand your efforts to
utilize data better. Through the development and implementation of Clarity Human Services software, Bitfocus
has been a leading provider of HMIS solutions since our founding in 2003 (and a lineage dating back to 1994).
Our organization and our products have continuously been ranked #1 by selection committees—and for good
reason. We have a unique combination of staff and product that generates substantial customer benefit.
Together we’ll build a data-driven culture.
Our staff, comprising over 50 talented individuals, is exceptionally experienced in the field of Human Services.
Over 12 members of the Bitfocus Leadership Team have served in leadership roles in Human and Social Services.
The depth and breadth of our Human Services experience leads to our innate ability to leverage data to drive
policy objectives. Our product, Clarity Human Services, is more than just HMIS software; it’s the infrastructure
upon which communities can build their systems of care. It powers your data’s journey—beginning with data
collection, reporting, and business intelligence, all the way to stakeholder meetings and grant applications.
The attached proposal describes our vision to expand and enhance your data-driven efforts, and our
commitment to advancing sustainable and effective solutions to homelessness and poverty. We intend to
establish a platform for collaboration and coordination of care that fosters innovation and helps your
organization realize the full value of its investments in homelessness data.
As detailed in this proposal, our experience, qualifications, and results are among the most respected in the
field. We look forward to building upon these successes by providing HSN with the tools necessary to provide
the cost-effective, secure, flexible, and scalable technical environment required to implement the type of bold
solutions your organization seeks.
Sincerely,

Robert Herdzik, President and CEO
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Respondent Information

1.1

Business

Full legal name

Bitfocus Inc.

Mailing address – Line 1

5940 S Rainbow Blvd

Mailing address – Line 2

Ste 400 #60866

Mailing address - City, State, ZIP

Las Vegas, Nevada 89118-2507

Main phone number

(800) 594.9854

Time zone

Pacific

1.2

Proposal Point of Contact

Identify the primary point of contact for questions about the proposal and/or notifications regarding the
proposal process.
Name

Cameron Shorkey

Title

Solution Consultant

Email Address

camerons@bitfocus.com

Phone Number

800.594.9854 x231

1.3

Authorized Representative

Provide name and contact information for a representative of the business who has the authority to enter into
contracts and sign legal documents on behalf of the Respondent.
Name

Jeff Ugai

Title

Chief Operating Officer

Email Address

jeff@bitfocus.com

Phone Number

888.450.5298 x222
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2

Certifications and Acknowledgements

On behalf of Bitfocus, Inc. (“Respondent”), I/we certify that:
1. Submission of a proposal constitutes acknowledgement and acceptance of all terms and conditions defined
in the RFP, except as exceptions or reservations specified by Respondent in this document.
2. All persons involved in the preparation of this proposal are aware of the requirements established by these
certifications and assurances and agree to comply.
3. All information provided is accurate as of the submission date. Respondent will notify the RFP coordinator
of any change or anticipated change that might impact the accuracy of any part of this proposal.
Misrepresentations will disqualify Respondent from consideration.
4. Any costs incurred by Respondent associated with proposal preparation and/or participation in the
evaluation process are solely the responsibility of the Respondent, regardless of the outcome. Proposals
and associated materials become the property of the CoC and will not be returned.
5. Respondent will not try to convince any other HMIS vendor to submit or decline to submit a response to this
RFP and has not coordinated proposed costs with any other potential Respondent.
6. Respondent will not engage in behavior, conversation, or communication that might reasonably be
perceived as an attempt to influence the outcome of the evaluation process (other than by participation in
the process itself). Respondent will not discuss the RFP process with members of the CoC or the evaluation
team until the final selection is announced.
7. If any member of the CoC or the evaluation team suggests directly, indirectly, explicitly, or implicitly that
s/he might be able to influence the evaluation process in Respondent’s favor for any reason, Respondent
will notify Angel Jones at angel.jones@hsncfl.org.
8. Respondent agrees that the CoC may contact references, funders, and/or other sources of information
regarding compliance; customer experience; organizational, technical, and fiscal capacity; and other factors
pertinent to assessing Respondent’s ability to meet the CoC’s HMIS needs.
9. Respondent is eligible to enter into a contract for the provision of software as a service in the State of
Florida and is willing to provide relevant documentation, including articles of incorporation, business
licenses, taxpayer identification number(s), etc., upon request.
10. This proposal is a firm and fixed offer of existing software functionality, licensing, and standard services for
the listed costs, subject to conditions listed in the proposal, valid for at least 120 days from the submission
date of this proposal for a contract term of at least two years.
11. Costs identified for programming, data mapping and migration, and any other work contingent on detailed
specifications are estimates and subject to revision and/or negotiation.
12. Costs proposed in this document will be scored against other proposals and should represent Respondent’s
best offer.
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13. The CoC reserves the right to negotiate services and costs with Respondent, to include the addition or
removal of listed requirements and/or software customization to better meet CoC or HUD requirements.
14. Respondent understands that proposals may be subject to review by the public and has clearly identified all
confidential and/or trade secret content. Unless required by law or court order, the CoC will not release
these confidential portions of the proposal.
15. Respondent may withdraw proposals from consideration at any point in the process.
16. The CoC may issue an addendum, revise, or withdraw this RFP without prior notice.
17. The evaluation process defined in the RFP is contingent on receiving at least three proposals that meet
evaluation criteria. If this does not happen, the CoC may revise the process or evaluation criteria to expand
the eligible pool of Respondents, issue another RFP, proceed with fewer than three candidates, execute a
sole-source contract with a vendor, or otherwise ensure that the CoC’s HMIS needs are satisfied.
18. Respondent will authorize the CoC to request a credit report for consideration in the final phase of
evaluation.
19. The CoC may request additional information at any point in the evaluation process to confirm or clarify
proposal content.
20. Respondent will follow applicable civil rights laws and Executive Orders. There must be no outstanding
findings of noncompliance with civil rights statutes, Executive Orders, or regulations, unresolved secretarial
charge of discrimination issued under the Fair Housing Act, no adjudications of civil rights violations on a civil
action or deferral of processing of proposals from the vendor imposed by HUD.
21. Respondent certifies that no employee, member of its executive management, key staff, or any board
member has been convicted of a criminal offense related to the administration of funds, is ineligible to enter
into a federally-funded contract, or is involved in any litigation or other legal matter that might compromise
Respondent’s organizational capacity as represented in this proposal.
22. The CoC may elect to award all or a portion of the scope of work defined by the RFP and/or may elect to
split the award between two Respondents, which would require Respondent to collaborate with another
organization to provide some or all services. Respondent may decline to agree to this arrangement and
withdraw.
23. The Evaluation Team may waive minor technical deficiencies or any informality in a submitted proposal.
24. If the CoC and selected Respondent are unable to come to satisfactory agreement about the terms of a
contract, the CoC will re-visit the evaluation process (see #17). The selected Respondent will be ineligible
for further consideration.
25. This Request for Proposals for a Homeless Management Information System is issued in accordance with 2
CFR part 200; any resultant contract must comply with same.
Disclosures and Exceptions to Certifications and Acknowledgements
Bitfocus has no disclosures and/or exceptions to certifications and acknowledgements.
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Signatures
Authorized Representative

January 25, 2019
Date

Jeff Ugai, Chief Operating Officer

Proposal Point of Contact

January 25, 2019
Date

Cameron Shorkey, Solution Consultant
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3

Requirements Assessment

3.1

Hosting (2 points)

1. Respondent hosting of application and database(s) is available
Yes-standard (1)
Server Specifications
Bitfocus owns and maintains its own physical servers and network infrastructure in a secure, US-based data
center. Our hosting facilities provide state-of-the-art security that enforces 24/7 physical and electronic
security, including on-site security guards, trap-door entry, keycard, and biometric access, and electronic
surveillance and alarms. Other capacities of the hosting facility will include fire alerts, gaseous fire
suppression, sophisticated security, and video camera surveillance system, 24x7 secured and escorted access,
battery backup, diesel generation and multiple fiber optic connections. The Bitfocus data center is ranked as
Tier III and Class A and holds the following certifications: SSAE 16 and ISAE 3402 Service Organization Control
(SOC) 1 Type II, SOC Type II and SOC 3 reports; and is compliant with the PCI DSS, HIPAA, ITAR, and NIST 80053 frameworks.
Security measures to isolate data from any other instance of the application/database hosted on the same
server
Each customer instance of Clarity Human Services operates as a standalone application with a dedicated URL
(e.g. https://yourorganizationname.clarityhs.com) and is supported by a dedicated set of MariaDB databases.
This means client data is securely stored independently from any other instance or customer. Access controls
to these client databases and connected applications strictly enforce controls isolating data between each
Clarity Human Services instance.
Advanced reporting and customer database access are further secured with dedicated OpenVPN credentials
that, together with the database and network configurations, limit each credential’s access to a single
customer
database.
In addition to our database and application server configuration, Bitfocus maintains comprehensive
Information Governance policies and procedures that control the full information lifecycle for all the data we
process. We regularly monitor compliance with our Information Governance and Information Security policies
and maintain a vigorous risk assessment and threat mitigation program.
Any access or responsibility associated with the server or hosting for HMIS lead.
Bitfocus holds sole responsibility for the server and hosting. For security reasons, the HMIS lead does
not have access nor responsibility.
2. CoC may host application and database
Other (explain)
Not applicable, Bitfocus owns and maintains its own physical servers and network infrastructure in a secure,
US-based data center.
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3.2

Comparable Database (5 points)

Bitfocus has extensive experience with domestic violence (DV) services providers. We understand the safety and
privacy concerns inherent to DV data systems, and we tailor dedicated instances of Clarity Human Services to
meet the unique privacy and security requirements that can arise in DV or other special needs populations. We
prioritized privacy and security in all aspects of the Clarity Human Services application, and no additional
customizations or add-ons are required to meet the privacy and security needs of DV service providers
statutorily able to enter data into HMIS.
For those providers required by the Violence Against Women Act (VAWA) or are otherwise precluded from
participating in HMIS, we also offer the option of creating a standalone comparable database for DV service
providers (additional fees may apply). These comparable databases contain the full feature set and capabilities
as the primary HMIS instance.

3.3

Training and Technical Support (6 points)

1. Respondent provides training for system administrators
Yes, standard (1)
Yes, Bitfocus provides a full System Administrator training. As part of the training, local administrators receive
a dedicated end user train-the-trainer session that focuses on how to teach the core essentials of Clarity
Human Services and ensure a successful initial implementation. We also offer a full additional curriculum of
both pre-packaged and custom training offerings delivered through multiple modalities, including in-person,
online, and on-demand courses. Regardless of the subject matter or modality, our training development
process emphasizes pedagogically-sound instructional design rooted in Adult Learning Theory and continuous
refinement and revision.
System Administration Training covers the following topics:
● General System Administration
● Data Analysis Tools
● Coordinated Entry/Housing Navigation
● Agency Management
● Privacy and Security
● End User Training (Train the Trainer)
Additional trainings, including in person events, are available by separate agreement.
2. Respondent offers train-the-trainer instruction
Yes, standard (1)
Yes, Bitfocus provides onsite training to system administrators and trainers using Train-the-Trainer
methodology. These trainings re included in our standard implementation fee.
3. Respondent provides technical support for system administrators and has a
Yes, standard (1)
system in place to track and respond to questions, bug reports, etc.
The Bitfocus Standard Service Agreement includes basic technical support services such as ongoing bug fixes
and enhancements. We staff our help desk with experienced CoC and HMIS experts ready to assist users via
email, phone, or chat.
The Customer Support Team responds to all initial support tickets within 30 minutes, and our standard
customer support hours are from 6am to 5pm PST, Monday through Friday. An expanded SLA agreement can
be created as needed for any advanced needs, including any after-hours emergency support.
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Most important, however, is the fact that our users love us; we use specialized reporting tools to track the
occurrence and nature of our support tickets, and our Help Desk averages a 99%+ satisfaction rating.
4. Respondent has an available library of training materials for use in training
Yes, standard (1)
end users (e.g., comprehensive manuals, online training, etc.)
The Clarity Human Services Help Center (get.clarityhs.help) includes full documentation, how-to guides,
videos, and other resources to help communities maximize the return on their investment.
5. A training and demonstration site is available
Yes, standard (1)
Bitfocus offers a shared Clarity Human Services testing and training site for testing and training purposes. This
service provides optional ongoing training site operation, including software updates in concert with the
production site. A separate SLA can be established for the creation and ongoing operation of an independent
training site dedicated only to your organization, which also includes software updates in concert with the
production site.
6. If Respondent offers training and/or technical support for end users, please describe.
Bitfocus offers extensive training and support for system administrators. In addition to the comprehensive
training for system administrators included in implementation, we operate a dedicated training site
(learn.clarityhs.com) that offers a growing curriculum of on-demand courses.
If necessary, Bitfocus and the Orlando/Orange, Osceola, Seminole Counties CoC can create a Service Level
Agreement (SLA) to provide
custom end-user support.

3.4

System Availability and Maintenance (6 points)

1. Software is web-based, compatible with current browsers, and maintains some Yes (1)
backward-compatibility (list browsers)
Clarity Human Services is a web-based application that can be securely accessed by authorized users from any
desktop or mobile device that supports the latest version of any major web browser:
• Google Chrome
• Mozilla Firefox
• Microsoft Internet Explorer
• Microsoft Edge
• Apple Safari
Clarity Human Services can be accessed from older versions of these browsers as well; however, for security
and compatibility, we recommend keeping your chosen browser up to date.
2. User interface is available 24/7 with 99.9% reliability (other than planned
Yes (1)
outages)
All Clarity Human Services end users enjoy 99.99% uptime with their Clarity Human Services installations.
3. Planned outages for system maintenance or deployment of updates are
coordinated with HMIS Lead at least 1 week in advance and scheduled for
10

Yes (1)

periods of low usage (or HMIS Lead is responsible for system maintenance and
can install updates)
We take every effort to thoroughly test all new application and report code using a rigorous quality assurance
process before it is considered for release. We use a combination of automated scans, live testing, and
internal peer-review prior to release. Issues reported to our help desk our promptly escalated and evaluated
by our development and reporting teams.
Urgent updates, security patches, and other critical fixes are applied as needed. General patches, upgrades
and feature enhancements are deployed using our standard update process:
Customer Notification
First, customers are notified via our email newsletter(s) and help center, including full documentation of any
new features and functionality.
Training Environment/User Testing
Next, updates are pushed to our customer training environments to give users an opportunity to use and test
the changes before they are applied to the production environment.
Production Launch
Finally, updates are pushed to production environments and available to end users.
4. HMIS Lead is notified of any unplanned outages and the status of
Yes (1)
identifying/resolving within 30 minutes
All system updates for Clarity Human Services occur automatically. Therefore, scheduled outages or system
disruptions are highly atypical. If such occurrences do happen, however, then the HMIS Lead is notified well in
advance.
5. Any planned updates or modifications to any aspect of the user experience,
Yes (1)
report logic, and/or software functionality are documented; documentation is
provided to the HMIS Lead in advance of development
Bitfocus provides documentation about all planned software updates, modifications, and bug fixes in our
online help center and via email to system administrators. System administrators also have early access to
these features on a test site. Additionally, the Bitfocus helpdesk is available for assistance from 8:00 am to
5:00 pm PST.
6. Any deployment of critical bug fixes is documented; notification and
Yes (1)
documentation are provided to HMIS Lead within two hours
System administrators will be alerted to all software updates, modifications, and bug fixes and provided with
documentation either before changes or within two hours via email and our online help center.
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3.5

Security and Privacy (16 points)

1. Software employs industry-standard or better security protocols, including
Yes, standard (1)
support for two-factor or multi-factor authentication
Clarity Human Services is fully HIPAA compliant and compliant with all federal, state, and local privacy laws
and regulations for protected personal information. It also uses all the most innovative and security
protocols. An electronic copy of our Privacy and Security Standards is readily available upon request.
System administrators can supplement standard user credential with a rolling-code based Two Factor
Authentication (2FA) requirement for added security. And, where necessary, you can limit access at the
device level via IP Whitelisting and PKI Certificates.
2. PII is encrypted for storage and cannot be browsed in database tables
Yes, standard (2)
Yes, by default, all Clarity Human Services traffic is 2,048 bit SSL encrypted at transit and at rest. All API
traffic must be further AES encrypted. Also, customers may opt for staff or agency-level PKI encryption.
Customers utilizing this method require an additional PKI certificate to be installed in their web browser to
authenticate. PKI certificates are fully administered within the system administrator interface. Customers
may also opt for staff or agency level IP whitelisting. Customers utilizing this method require each user to
login from a system administrator defined list of allowed IP Addresses.
3. HMIS Lead can assign user roles (e.g., system administrator, data entry,
Yes, standard (1)
reports only) that define permissions and access to information
In Clarity Human Services, administrators can manage user roles by creating and assigning access roles. The
built-in Access Control List (ACL) model, provides granular level permissions to all areas of Clarity Human
Services.
Individual access roles are assigned to a user to dictate which areas of the system they can view, what they
can read/write/edit/delete, and how those roles relate to agencies they are potentially sharing data with.
Any areas of the system to which the end user is denied access are eliminated from view, providing a
seamless user experience on any access role.

4. Data-sharing configuration allows HMIS Lead to create project groups and
Yes, standard (1)
field-level control of sharing
Yes, data sharing in Clarity Human Services is straightforward, robust and reliable-- allowing for integration
between systems and organizations while maintaining steadfast compliance to sharing and privacy
obligations.
Sharing Groups, Access Roles, and Departments.
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Customizable Sharing Groups, user Access Roles, and agency Departments allow system administrators to
support flexible collaboration within or across continuums while simultaneously empowering admins with
the tools required to enforce local policies and procedures while respecting client consent. (see screenshot)
ROI/Consent Management
Clarity Human Services automatically manages client consent, including the ability to capture a signed
Release of Information at record creation and automatic prompts to renew documentation when expiration
nears.
Privacy Flags
For more granular control, privacy flags on sensitive data elements, notes, files, or entire client records allow
for the exclusion of individual data elements from general sharing/access agreements.
Custom Export Schemas
For integrations or other sharing outside of the system, System, customers using our Data Analysis or
Customer Data Model can develop custom queries and export schemas to match virtually any need.
5. Client data-sharing is restricted for clients who decline to consent
Yes, standard (1)
Information--whether individual data elements or full client records-- are flagged based on client consent
and sharing settings to identify and enforce sharing rules and privacy obligations
Clarity Human Services includes a flexible set of tools to help communities manage consent and respect
client privacy choices. Release of Information forms, including e-signature, can be compiled, stored, and
managed all from within the client record. This includes the ability to de-identify/segregate the records of
non-consenting clients; automatic expiration reminders; and a full audit trail for consent forms. When
required, data elements, notes/forms/documents, or even entire client records can be marked private to
limit access and/or exclude from sharing.
6. HMIS Lead can create/activate/deactivate users, define and edit project
Yes, standard (1)
associations and associated user roles for each, and update contact/other
information
Yes, local administrators will have a full set of administration tools to manage clients, users, providers, set
rules, and configure the user experience. For example, system administrators can configure sign-on security
features in Clarity Human Services, which include precautions such as maximum password attempts, lockout
time, force password change, and two-factor authentication. They can also configure the built-in Access
Control List (ACL) model, which provides granular level permissions to all areas of Clarity Human Services.
They can assign Individual access roles to a user or group of users to dictate which areas of the system they
can view, what they can read/write/edit/delete, and how those roles relate to agencies they are potentially
sharing data with.
7. Audit logs keep a history of changes made to records (describe user/HMIS Lead Yes, standard (1)
access to data)
Clarity Human Services logs all user activity, including previous and modified values, automatically. The
system administrator can access the audit logs via two methods:
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1. Log Link: On every page, a Log Link is presented (to system administrators only) at the bottom right of the
screen. When selected, it provides information such as that shown in the screenshot to the right.
2. Database: The audit log also is provided through the relational database, allowing the system
administrator to access the data using a query tool, or write reports to manage the updates in any way the
system administrator defines.
8. All contact with client, project, and system data in both the user interface and
Yes, standard (1)
via database tables is logged (describe HMIS Lead access to logs)
All contact with client, project, and system data is logged with Clarity Human Services auditing capabilities.
This includes user interface and database tables.
Clarity Human Services provides complete auditing records on all areas connected to end user interaction.
These include:
• Login date of every end user login to the system
• Length of time end user has been logged in for each session
• History of all failed login attempts
• History of clients accessed by end user
• History of IP address(es) from which end user logged in/ attempted to login
• Reports run/accessed by end user
• Additionally, some common reports are available to assist with auditing tasks
• Reports detailing date/session length of time spent logged in by end user
• Audit report detailing clients created/accessed/updated by end user
Additionally, some common reports are available to assist with auditing tasks:
• Reports detailing date/session length of time spent logged in by end user
• Audit report detailing clients created/accessed/updated by end user
9. Passwords have complexity / length requirements and must be reset regularly Yes, standard (1)
Clarity Human Services allows system administrators to establish password complexity and length
requirements, as well as define the interval of required password changes. Administrators can also set a
threshold to provide warning via email in advance. Using Clarity Human Services, you can also define the
threshold for maximum password attempts in order to control the set amount of times an end user may
attempt to enter an incorrect password before their user account is automatically locked.
10. Users can reset their own passwords
Yes, standard (1)
Clarity Human Services allows user to set their own passwords and change them when necessary. This
functionality can be enabled/disabled by the system administrator.
11. HMIS Lead can track training dates for individual users in HMIS and receives
Yes, add on (1)
alerts and/or can generate a report of users requiring recertification
Most Clarity Human Services customers deliver and track their own end user training and certifications.
Bitfocus can also provide these services directly under a separate agreement.
12. Users are automatically logged out after a period of inactivity
14

Yes, standard (1)

Clarity Human Services features an automatic timeout/logoff feature. System administrators can define how
long an end user may be idle before automatically logging them out. Additionally, they can set when a popup will be displayed, alerting the end user that they have only a certain amount of idle time remaining before
the system will automatically log them out.
13. User access to records is limited by project associations
Yes, standard (1)
Yes, as noted in Section 3.5.3 on Access Roles, Clarity Human Services uses an Access Control List model.
Therefore system administrators can authorize access using any criteria they choose, including project
associations.
14. Users are required to log in to a project and the ability to add/edit/delete
records is limited to active project
Yes, this can be achieved via access role configuration.

Yes, standard (1)

15. User ability to run reports is limited by project associations
Yes, this can be achieved via access role configuration.

Yes, standard (1)

3.6

Data Collection (7 points)

1. Vendor-configured collection of all standard HMIS data elements as defined in Yes, standard (1)
the HMIS Data Dictionary
Out of the box, Clarity Human Services includes the full set of data elements, entry screens, and federal
reports required to remain compliant with both HUD (CoC, ESG) and Federal Partner (PATH, VA, RHY, HOPWA)
HMIS requirements. Included program templates take the guesswork out of configuration and ensure that the
all required Universal and Program Specific Data Elements are being collected.
2. HMIS Lead can create custom forms and fields on standard and custom forms
Yes, standard (2)
systemwide or for individual projects
Authorized System Administrators can create new Custom Fields to support unique funding requirements and
build upon the base HMIS Data Standards. Our drag-and-drop screen editor then makes it easy to build or
customize data entry screens, including support for form validation, conditional display logic, and other
advanced features. These screens can be enabled system-wide, or for specific projects using simple toggle
functionality.
3. Software includes scan card or similar functionality for bed nights, services,
Yes, standard (2)
etc.
Clarity Human Services includes a tool that allows the user to take photographs of clients directly from the
web browser or mobile device and to create photo-ID cards with a personal barcode. These barcode scan
cards can then be used to for high-volume check-ins to shelters, bed nights, and other services/housing,
including on tablets and/or other mobile devices.
4. Software has data entry wizards/workflows that guide users through all
Yes, standard (2)
required data collection for project entry/annual assessment/exit
Clarity Human Services is equipped with multi-functional display logic (wizards and workflows), which is fully
customizable to the system administrator. All client intake screens in Clarity Human Services allow for
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intelligent and dynamic client data entry all on a single easy-to-enter intake form. We cascade relevant data
from previous client intakes to eliminate duplicative and repetitive data entry.

3.7

Usability / Other Features (6 points)

1. Software includes a client messaging feature, i.e., users can enter
Yes, standard (1)
messages/notes that can be passed on to the client by the next user to see the
client
Yes, Clarity Human Services is equipped with an intersystem messaging system that allows staff members to
securely communicate with other staff members. Systemwide emails are accessed here as well. End users can
also create Public Alerts to alert other users to any pertinent information regarding the client (e.g., they have
mail, or they’re up for housing).
Clarity Human Services also includes customizable referral notification alerts that can be delivered either via
in-app message and/or external email (without client PII).
2. Software includes a user messaging feature, i.e., HMIS Lead can enter
Yes, standard (1)
messages/notifications to users that will be displayed at the next login
The system administrator can post user alerts on the login screen of the Clarity Human Services application.
3. Users can upload photos, scans, and other documents to a client record
Yes, standard (1)
Yes, end users can quickly take and crop photos from within the Clarity Human Services application. In
addition, system administrators (and agency managers, if access role allows) can create custom PDF
document templates that are both readable and printable. They can also upload and store PDFs directly in the
client file.
4. Bed and unit availability is tracked in real time using a combination of project
Yes, standard (1)
inventory and enrollment data; information is available to relevant users
Clarity Human Services supports real-time inventory management and reservations for both long-term and
daily attendance services. End users can understand current and anticipated availability with real-time bed
and unit inventory management, including support for reservations to prevent duplicate referrals to the same
resource. The Reservation System also allows for batch entries for multiple household members
simultaneously. It is also scan card compatible. System administrators can ensure that the information is
provided to relevant end users through the use of access roles.
5. Client records include a summary report (separate from shared enrollment
Yes, standard (2)
data) of clients’ history of outreach contacts, shelter stays, and other residential
project enrollments relevant to past and current homeless status
Yes, Clarity Human Services has a Client History Report, which is easily accessible and can be printed at the
click of a button from any location within the client record. This report will provide a full client history of
outreach contacts, shelter stays, and other residential project enrollments relevant to past and current
homeless status.
Perhaps even more useful, however, is the Client History Tab, which is considered to be the ‘Central Hub’ of
the client record. Here the end user can view and conduct advanced, filtered searches on all client activities
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(service transactions, assessments, referrals, reservations, etc), which are listed in a color-coded fashion. Note
that the items included in a client’s history tab will directly coincide with the sharing permissions of the client,
agency, program, as well as with the end user’s access role. So, in short, they can only view what they are
authorized to view.

3.8

Data Quality Tools (14 points)

1. HMIS Lead can set data collection for standard and custom fields to mandatory Yes, standard (1)
or optional
Yes, we have built in data validation checks wherever possible into template screens to ensure high quality
data entry in full compliance with the HMIS Data Standards. System administrators can also employ data
validation and conditional logic when building their own forms or customizing existing screens.
2. HMIS Lead can create validation/regular expressions for standard and custom Yes, standard (1)
fields and configure error messages for display
Yes, as mentioned in the item above, system administrators can also employ data validation and conditional
logic when building their own forms or customizing existing screens.
System administrators can also create tooltip text for any custom field. This feature is meant to serve as a
guide for completing the field. For example, when completing an intake, a user can mouse over the
‘Residence Prior to Program Entry’ data field and a textbox will appear stating that this data field should
document where the client slept the night before they entered their program.
3. Software requires database search prior to creation of a client record and has
Yes, standard (1)
other prevention measures for duplicate client records
Yes, AJAX autocomplete toolkits/widgets allow for autocomplete search functionality (similar to Google
search functionality), making client search easy and accurate. It will detect duplicate names (including alias
names, or ‘nicknames’), social security numbers, or dates of birth, and prompt the end user to open the
existing record instead of creating a new, duplicate record. There are also other tools available to prevent
unintentional duplicates, including multi-tiered reporting functionality, and other features. Where duplicates
do occur, the Client Merge tool provides an easy way to merge duplicate records.
In addition to the safeguards just listed, Clarity Human Services uses a background script to check for
duplicate records on profile creation and link these records through a common unique identifier. This allows
for system administrators to maintain privacy and sharing obligations while providing deduplicated client
counts for system-level reporting.
4. Software prevents creation of overlapping enrollments in the same project for
Yes, standard (1)
the same client
The standard workflow in Clarity Human Services application is configured in a way that prevents the
possibility of such instances occurring.
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5. Software enforces the requirement for one and only one head of household per
enrollment
Clarity Human Services only designates one head of household per enrollment.

Yes, standard (2)

6. Users see reminders of missing/don’t know/refused responses for active clients Yes, standard (1)
at login
When inputting data into the Clarity Human Services software, users have the option to report on the
quality of a client’s PII and biometric data points. For example, as a user records a client’s social
security number (SSN) or date of birth, the Clarity Human Services software provides a drop-down
menu with the option to select “Client Doesn’t Know/Refused,” “Information Missing,” etc.
Additionally, the software’s display logic automatically adjusts according to the user's action. So, for
example, if the user enters only three digits in the SSN box, then the drop-down automatically
classifies the data point as “approximate or Partial.”
If, however, critical information is missing, Clarity Human Services has two ways to ensure the user
acquires what they need. The first feature is an automatic reminder that pops up to alert the user that
important information is missing. Until the user inputs this information, they cannot continue to the
next screen to add more client data. This feature is activated, for example, if a user forgets to attach a
Release of Information (ROI) statement to a client’s profile.
The second feature is the Public Alert option. If a user is unable to record any necessary information at the
time of client entry into a program, then they can create a Public Alert to input that data the next time the
client checks into the program or logs into the Clarity Human Services software.
7. HMIS Lead has access to reports and/or receives alerts about potential
Yes, standard (2)
duplicate client records
When adding or editing a client record, the Clarity Human Services software will identify potential duplicates
and alert the user. For example, if a user adds a SSN that is already on file, they will receive a message that
the number is already in the system and is associated with another client. The user can then determine
whether they are adding a duplicate record.
System administrators also have a full set of data hygiene tools for deduplication and flagging data. These
include autocomplete search functionality, client aliases, client record merge tool, multi-tiered reporting
functionality, and a program merge tool. Additionally, Clarity Human Services allows system administrators to
post a reminder next to the “Add Client” tab for users to search for a client record before adding a new one.
The system administrator can also easily scan the system for duplicate records using an agency-based report
that provides a list of duplicate clients in that agency.
For a more global view of client activity within the continuum of care, the system administrator can use the
Client Model of the Clarity Human Services Data Analysis Tool to identify potential duplicate client records.
Bitfocus created the Client Model to allow for analysis across all the various ways clients may come in contact
with the Continuum of Care system, including:
• Clients where only an initial intake (profile screen) was completed
• Assessments such as the VI-SPDAT
• Enrollments
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Where duplicate records are identified, the Client Merge tool provides an easy way to merge duplicate
records.
8. HMIS Lead can merge duplicate client records
Yes, standard (1)
System administrators and other users of Clarity Human Services can easily merge duplicate client records and
even merge duplicate program enrollments (i.e., integrate program enrollments for family members who
were enrolled individually by mistake).
9. Users and HMIS Lead have access to data quality reports that identify
Yes, standard (1)
missing/don’t know/refused responses on HMIS fields for all records in a given
date range
Users and the HMIS Lead will have the ability to analyze data quality from multiple angles using both canned
reports and the Clarity Human Services Data Analysis Tool.
Canned Reports
System administrators and other users have access to Clarity Human Services’ extensive Report Library, which
includes over 175 canned reports. The Monthly Staff Report, which can be automatically emailed to
designated recipients, provides three categories of information:
• General data quality
• User Activity (including the number of clients, [both existing and new] that each staff member worked
with during the time frame of report.)
• Data quality by data element (e.g. Date of Birth, Race, Ethnicity, Veteran Status, etc.) for all clients
served.
Additionally, all canned reports included in our standard Report Library allow drill-down functionality,
allowing users to view reports that identify missing/don’t know/refused responses on HMIS fields.
Data Analysis Tool.
The Data Quality Model, which is available using the Clarity Human Services Data Analysis Tool, provides easyto-use calculations of data quality performance for all HMIS data elements. This model immediately reflects
changes in Clarity Human Services; any corrections made to the data will be automatically updated in Looker
in real-time. The Data Quality Model yields the following data element values for all client (Static demographic
fields such as Name, Date of Birth, Social Security Number, Veteran Information, etc.), agency, service
transaction (i.e., record of services received by the client) data.
• None - No error found
• Client doesn't know
• Client refused
• Data Not Collected
• Null
10 Software prevents and/or has tools to identify logically inconsistent data
(pregnant males, income sources identified for clients with no income, entry date
after current date, etc.)
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Yes, standard (1)

Clarity Human Services’ Display Logic ensures that the data entered by users is logically consistent and
“meaningful.” It does this by not only monitoring for nonsensical or contradictory information, it also limits or
expands the range of possible answers depending on the category. For example, if a user marks that the
gender of a client is female, then a pregnancy question will also appear. However, if the user records a client’s
gender as male, this option will not appear. Also, for other categories, such as “Additional Income” or
“Veteran Status,” relevant questions will pop up depending on the client’s status. The system administrator
can configure such display logic to any custom field, on any screen they wish.
11. Software alerts users to upcoming annual assessment deadlines for active
Yes, standard (1)
clients
Status Assessment Due Notification alerts specify staff when a client assessment due date nears. An
Assessment Due notification appears in the right sidebar of the Program tab in the client record. The system
can also be configured to send the caseworker an email reminding them of the status assessment.
12. Auto-exit functionality for night-by-night shelters and street outreach
Yes, standard (1)
projects after x time with no bed night or contact
Yes, this is available through Clarity Human Services. As part of Project and Operations support,
Clarity Human Services also includes:
• Auto service exit: This configuration enables clients to be automatically exited from a program if there
is no activity within a specified period (the ‘End Date’ will match the end date of the last active
service).
• Close services upon exit: This configuration automatically closes services when a client exits a
program.

3.9

Coordinated Entry (8 points)

1. Support for all current versions of VI-SPDAT
Yes, standard (1)
Clarity Human Services supports all versions of the VI-SPDAT and other local prioritization tools. This
comprehensive VI-SPDAT, VI-F-SPDAT, VI-Y-SPDAT integration drives the Coordinated Entry functionality
within Clarity Human Services. These VI assessments can be added to with local questions, or completely new
and unique assessments can be created to meet local objectives that do not rely on the VI model.
2. Support for a transactional history of VI-SPDAT assessments
Yes, standard (1)
Client-level scores
At the client level, all VI-SPDAT Assessments are readily available for review from several areas of the client
record. For example, VI-SPDAT assessments can be access from the Assessment History section of a
client record. They can also be easily found via the Client History Tab. This is an especially efficient method
when the client has numerous assessment types in their client history.
Aggregate VI-SPDAT scores
VI-SPDAT Details Report (canned report)
This report provides a listing, broken down by suggested housing type, for all clients who have had a VI-SPDAT
completed during the date range selected. Details for the assessment are provided, including section scores,
age, gender, veteran status, and if a referral was made or contact information added.
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VI-SPDAT Referral Details Report (canned report)
The Referral Details Report provides the following information.
• Client information (name, unique ID, date of birth)
• VI-SPDAT score sorted in descending order
• Days Pending on the community queau (i.e. community waitlist)
• Existence of contact information
• Date of last check-in
• Existence of referral notes.
It also provides the same information categorized by agency.
VI-SPDAT - Centralized Intake Dashboard Report (canned report)
This provides an aggregate, visual (charts and graphs) display of each response item of the VI-SPDAT
assessment for a specified period of time.
Coordinated Entry Model (Data Analysis Tool)
The Coordinated Entry Model provides the following features and information, all of which is centered around
client assessments (custom and VI-SPDAT) and referrals
• Pre-built Table Calculations
• Custom Fields
• Custom Filters
• Visualization Options
• Pre-built Dashboards
• Merged Results
This model was designed specifically for monitoring coordinated entry and VI-SPDAT information.
3. VI-SPDAT assessments and scores are an integral part of a client record
Yes, standard (2)
accessible in any login context to all users with permission to view a given client
record
All VI-SPDAT Assessments are readily available for review from several areas of the client record. For example,
VI-SPDAT assessments can be access from the Assessment History section of a client record. They can also be
easily found via the Client History Tab. This is an especially efficient method when the client has numerous
assessment types in their client history. All access is governed by access roles, which are fully customizable to
the system administrator.
4. Integrated real-time housing inventory and referral system
Yes, standard (1)
Yes, this is available through the Reservation system, which provides real-time inventory management and
reservations. It enables caseworkers and housing navigators to Understand current and anticipated
availability with real-time bed and unit inventory management-- including support for reservations to prevent
duplicate referrals to the same resource.
Also, the Client Data Model (available via the data analysis tool) is particularly effective at supporting
coordination between projects (e.g., central phone banks and residential projects). For example, oftentimes
the community assessment (e.g., VI-SPDAT) is the starting point for the coordinated entry system for the
community; if there’s no assessment, then there can be no prioritization. The client model provides a simple
way to identify clients who have had an intake but may have missed getting a program enrollment &/or an
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assessment. It helps to connect those particular clients to the appropriate resources and services in a timely
manner, ensuring that they do not fall through the cracks.
5. Tracking and user alerts for status changes, no-shows, etc.
Yes, standard (1)
Yes, this is available through the Referral Notification and Intersystem Messaging features. Also, referralspecific case notes, a full referral history, and automated eligibility screening facilitate secure collaboration
between housing navigators and provide an ideal platform for case conferencing.
6. Includes a prioritization tool that allows prioritization of individual clients in
Yes, standard (1)
each eligible category (youth, individual, family) and incorporates data from
other enrollments (status changes) and custom fields
Clarity Human Services offers a full suite of coordinated entry features that ensure successful assessment,
prioritization, and referral. These features comprehensively and holistically incorporate data from other
enrollments (status changes) and custom fields.
Assessment
Whether using a standard assessment tool or something more custom, Clarity Human Services allows
communities to efficiently and effectively assess the housing needs, preferences, and vulnerability of
homeless
families and individuals.
• Standard Assessments: Support for popular assessments, including the VI-SPDAT and OrgCode
assessments, comes built-in--included automatic scoring.
• Custom Assessments and Score Processors: System Administrators can customize any assessment or
create custom scored assessments to match the unique needs and priorities of their communities.
Prioritization
The Community Queue features in Clarity Human Services help CoCs manage the inventory of
community housing resources and services available, and ensure that those persons with the greatest need
and vulnerability receive the resources needed to resolve their housing crisis.
• Waitlist Management: Maintaining an accurate and timely waitlist of eligible persons seeking housing
can be challenging--particularly for large continuums. Clarity Human Services offers a variety of tools
to aid communities in managing their waitlist. Features include the ability to distinguish active vs.
inactive clients based on system activity; "snooze" clients to remove them temporarily from the
waitlist; and interactive reporting to gain insight into system inflow, wait times, and placements.
• Case Conferencing: Referral-specific case notes, a full referral history, and automated eligibility
screening facilitate secure collaboration between housing navigators and provide an ideal platform
for case conferencing.
• Customizable Waitlists and Dashboards: Communities can customize Coordinated Entry waitlists and
create custom dashboards that combine assessment scores with other data elements (including
support for custom fields).
• Real-Time Inventory Management and Reservations: Understand current and anticipated availability
with real-time bed and unit inventory management-- including support for reservations to prevent
duplicate referrals to the same resource.
Referral
• Eligibility Engine: First, a robust eligibility engine automates program eligibility screening and aids
housing navigators in quickly screening for eligible clients.
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Document Management: Digital copies of files and documents can be uploaded directly to the client's
record, allowing the full housing navigation and application process to happen within HMIS.
Additionally, Clarity Human Services compares the type of documents uploaded against program
requirements to determine if a client is "doc-ready" for a particular program.
Outcome Tracking :Each referral is tracked in the system to evaluate its outcome and help ensure
each program's compliance with community Coordinated Entry policies and procedures.

7. Other Coordinated Entry features / functionality
Program Eligibility Requirements
Customizable program eligibility requirements categorize providers who are well-positioned to deliver the
types of services best suited for the client, enabling accurate referral of clients whose needs are appropriate
for each particular program.

3.10

Reporting (19 points)

1. CoC Annual Performance Report
Yes, standard (1)
2. ESG CAPER
Yes, standard (1)
3. HUD Longitudinal System Analysis (LSA)
Yes, standard (1)
4. HUD System Performance Measures
Yes, standard (1)
5. PATH Annual Report
Yes, standard (1)
6. HMIS CSV Export / VA Repository generated by regular user
Yes, standard (1)
7. HMIS CSV Export / RHY Repository generated by regular user
Yes, standard (1)
8. All federal reports pull data from HMIS data elements consistent
Yes, standard (1)
with published specifications and are updated on schedule
As system administrators ourselves, we understand the importance of publishing HUD and other
federal reports on time and in full compliance with published specifications. We have consistently
delivered updates to official data collection screens and reports on or before the published HUD
deadlines, including the most recent updates to the 2017 HUD Data Standards launched on October 2,
2017.
Clarity Human Services customers are uploading and submitting federal reports/exports on a daily basis. They
enjoy the fact that Clarity Human Services is always equipped to allow them to carry out their HUD reporting
with ease. We go a step further to include built-in support documentation within our reports that guide end
users through the submission/upload process. For example, the APR has built-in documentation for how to
upload the report to Sage
9. HUD Housing Inventory Count (or similar) report
Yes, standard (1)
This report relies strictly on program bed/unit to determine inventory and active program stays on the
selected PIT date for client counts. However, there's an exception for night-by-night shelters, which require
both the program entry AND an accompanying service to capture actual nights of attendance.
10. HUD Point-In-Time Count (or similar) report

Yes, standard (1)
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The Shelter Count PIT Service Based report provides comprehensive information regarding housing services
within a CoC. All designations (single person, family, household) are defined by the client’s status on the night
of service. All services connected to the following project types are included in this report:
• Emergency Shelter
• Transitional Housing (TH)
• Safe Haven (SH)
This report is divided into four sections:
• All Households
• Homeless Subpopulations
• Youth Households
• Veteran Households
11. HMIS Lead can develop custom reports based on standard and custom fields
Yes, standard (1)
and assign them to projects
The Clarity Human Services Data Analysis tools give analysts access to query both HUD and custom data
elements, build and save custom calculations, and to create custom reports and dashboards.
The system administrator can also easily create custom canned reports utilizing the Pentaho report
development tool.
For advanced reporting and backup applications, Clarity Human Services supports direct VPN access to a
real-time replica of your client data, allowing you to run custom queries or connect third-party tools like
Tableau®.
12. Reporting includes drill-down/detailed view of included clients and links to
Yes, standard (2)
client records
Yes, both the canned reports and the data analysis tool provide drill-down capabilities. The data analysis tool
directly links back to the client record, and the canned reports conveniently provide the client unique ID,
which can be pasted into the application on an adjacent tab to easily and accurately pull up the correct client.
13. Report results are exportable to Word/Excel/CSV/other
Yes, standard (1)
Reports can be saved in multiple formats such as CSV, PDF, etc. All standard report library reports feature
print options of:
• Microsoft Excel (.xls)
• Adobe PDF (.pdf)
• Web Page (default view of report data within the Clarity Human Services application)
14. Users can schedule automated report generation with emailed results
Yes, standard (1)
On a weekly or monthly basis, our canned “Emailed Reports” can be automatically sent in PDF form
to a recipient list of primary contacts or program managers at each participating agency. These reports
provide data quality scoring data elements down to the user/staff level.
We also provide similar functionality for our data analysis tool and ad-hoc reports. It is possible to
schedule automated email updates with beautiful pdf reports populated with dashboards, graphs, and
charts. These emails can be finely tailored to meet the needs of the community. For example, the
system can be configured to send an automated email report only if there has been a change in the
data.
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15. HMIS Lead can assign canned reports to any project that collects the data
Yes, standard (1)
required to produce them, regardless of funding source or project type
Yes, the HMIS Lead can easily assign canned reports to any project regardless of project type or funding
source. This is achieved using Access Roles, which provide granular level permissions to all areas of Clarity
Human Services. Individual access roles are assigned to a user to dictate which areas of the system they can
view, what they can read/write/edit/delete, and how those roles relate to agencies they are potentially
sharing data with. Any areas of the system to which they are denied access are eliminated from view,
providing a seamless user experience on any access role.
16. Reporting includes configurable parameters so that results may be filtered by Yes, standard (1)
standard (e.g., Veteran Status) or custom fields
Yes, all reports in the Clarity Human Services report library include configurable parameters that are relevant
to each specific report. These parameters are easy to select from drop-down menus.
17. For projects with multiple funding sources, enrollments / services / bed nights Yes, standard (1)
can be associated with one or more specific grants; report output can be filtered
by grant and aggregated across multiple projects with the same grant ID
Clarity Human Services includes a number of features that simplify the administration of programs with
blended funding streams and diverse reporting requirements. So whether tracking outcomes for a federallyfunded CoC program, a state-funded Housing Assistance Program (HAP) grantee, or a privately funded
initiative, System Administrators and Agency Managers are empowered with the tools required to customize
and build upon the federal HMIS Data Standards to meet the requirements of virtually any funding source.
Key features include:
Custom Fields and Forms
Authorized System Administrators can create new Custom Fields to support unique funding requirements and
build upon the base HMIS Data Standards. Our drag-and-drop screen editor then makes it easy to build or
customize data entry screens, including support for form validation, conditional display logic, and other
advanced features.
Program Templates
Customizable program templates aid System Administrators in the consistent and efficient management of
the unique data collection requirements of each program type.
Custom Reports, Dashboards, and Exports
Authorized users can create their own reports, dashboards, and exports-- including support for custom fields.
Data can also be pulled via API or scheduled SFTP uploads.
Service-Based Funding
Clarity Human Services also supports the ability to tie service items to a funding source and track servicerelated expenses against a running balance of available funds.
18. Advanced analytics tools that allow for the inclusion of external data are
Yes, standard (1)
available
Yes, this is possible through the synchronization of the Clarity Human Services Data Import Tool (DIT) and the
data analysis tool. The DIT Tool can autonomously by the system administrator to conduct data integrations,
allowing them to drag their XML file into the interface (please see attached flyer). The data can then be
manipulated and reported on using the data visualization tool.
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Clarity Human Services also supports the ability to directly query a real-time replica of client data using third
party reporting tools of the customer’s choosing. This flexible option allows customers to connect virtually
any third party reporting platform with their HMIS implementation, and offers a great way to plug into
existing reporting systems to take advantage of established connections with other data systems.

3.11

Data Integration, Exchange, and Access (11 points)

1. All HMIS data elements exportable to current HMIS CSV in a single dataset
including multiple projects/project types/funders
Manual Method
Standard HUD CSV are included in the Report Library.

Yes, standard (1)

Scheduled/automated Methods
Our Clarity Human Services APIs and Clarity Human Services Data Analysis APIs offer programmatic access to
CSV data exports using a standard RESTful architecture.
2. All HMIS data elements exportable to current HMIS XML in a single dataset
including multiple projects/project types/funders
Manual
Standard HUD XML is included in the Report Library,

Yes, standard (1)

Scheduled/automated Methods
Our Clarity Human Services APIs and Clarity Human Services Data Analysis APIs offer programmatic access to
XML data exports using a standard RESTful architecture.
3. HMIS Lead can import all HMIS data elements from a standard HMIS (CSV
Yes, standard (1)
and/or XML) dataset including multiple projects/project types/funders
Yes, Our Clarity Human Services APIs and Clarity Human Services Data Analysis APIs offer programmatic access
to data import and exports (CSV and XML) using a standard RESTful architecture.
4. HMIS Lead can configure a custom export of HMIS and other data
Yes, standard (2)
Manual Methods
• Custom Data can be imported via the Data Import Tool (DIT). We extend the HUD XML schema to
accommodate for custom data elements. Please see attached flyer for details.
• Users can also create custom export schemas using our Data Analysis Tool in a variety of formats for
one-time or scheduled export.
Scheduled/automated Methods
Customer-Defined Exports: Authorized users can use our Data Analysis tool to create automated exports
(including regular SFTP uploads) of custom CSV schemas.
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5. HMIS Lead can map and import HMIS and other data not in standard HMIS
Yes, standard (2)
CSV/XML format
• Custom Data can be imported via the Data Import Tool (DIT). We extend the HUD XML schema to
accommodate for custom data elements. Please see attached flyer for details.
• Customer Data Model Advanced users can use our Customer Data Model to script their own queries
directly from their dataset.
Professional Services
For advanced integrations, our Data Services team can create a custom ETL solution. This is an excellent
solution where complex business rules of unique use cases apply
6. HMIS Lead has direct database access to real-time or near real-time HMIS data Yes, standard (2)
for reporting and data analysis purposes (live or reporting copy)
Advanced users can use our Customer Data Model to script their own queries, including automated SFTP
uploads and full API access.
Also, Clarity Human Services supports direct VPN access to a real-time replica of your client data, allowing you
to run custom queries or connect third-party tools like Tableau®. The system administrator can also easily
create custom reports utilizing the Pentaho report development tool.
7. The system can integrate legacy photos and other documents and file types
Yes, standard (1)
Yes, this is initially achieved in the formal data migration by the Bitfocus Data Services team and can be done
on an ongoing basis thereafter by the system administrator using the data import tool, which allows for the
import of non CSV/XML file types.
8. Database relationships and dependencies are fully documented for extraction
Yes, standard (1)
and reporting purposes
The Clarity Human Services Help Center includes detailed documentation on the Customer Data
Model, including the database schema and integrated functions available to advanced users. The Help
Center also includes a downloadable Entity Relationship Diagram (ERD) as well as a full list of all the
fields and tables for reporting and extraction purposes.
In addition, the Clarity Human Services application itself includes a searchable list of all fields and
picklist values, including custom fields.
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4

Organizational Capacity

4.1

Overview

Bitfocus, Inc., paves the way for communities nationwide looking for better ways to use technology, data, and
policy to improve their systems of care. For over 14 years, the development and refinement of Clarity Human
Services SaaS software has included: user research & UX design, user testing, agile development, database
administration, information security, backup, support of enterprise applications, and demonstrated success in
legacy data migration. We’ve customized over 70 installations of the Clarity Human Services software
application, tailoring it to a wide variety of systems, ranging in size and complexity. We are deeply committed to
leading the development of the next generation of tools and technology that will empower human services
professionals to serve their clients in new and innovative ways.
Industry Leadership
Bitfocus staff actively participate in the HUD HMIS Vendor Workgroup, sit on the board of the National Human
Services Data Consortium (NHSDC), and proactively engage leadership in the field to ensure our products and
services align with the next generation of guidance around HMIS.
We’re trusted by Leading Communities
Empowered by the advanced functionality and data-driven decision-making made possible by Clarity Human
Services, our growing family of community partners are transforming their systems of care and leading the
national conversation shaping our response to homelessness. Quickly becoming the HMIS of choice for the
nation’s highest performing communities, Bitfocus proudly partners with most of the nation’s largest
communities, including Los Angeles, San Francisco, San Diego, Las Vegas, Silicon Valley, Seattle and over 70
others. (Please see attached CoC Customer list for list of HMIS customers)
We use our own software in the field
It’s also important to note that Bitfocus acts as both an HMIS system administrator and software vendor; no
other HMIS software developer in the industry can make this claim. We partner with some of nation’s largest
implementations (San Francisco, State of Nevada, Marin, Santa Clara, and Seattle/King County), expertly
translating federal, state, and local policies and program regulations into data systems that advance solutions to
homelessness. As HMIS system administrators for these CoCs, we use Clarity Human Services on a day-to-day
basis, which helps us understand the unique needs that communities large and small face in supporting a truly
functional and integrated coordinated entry system. It also means that compliance is at the forefront of the
development of Clarity Human Services. Out of the box, Clarity Human Services includes the full set of data
elements, entry screens, and federal reports required to remain compliant with both HUD (CoC, ESG) and
Federal Partner (PATH, VA, RHY, HOPWA) HMIS requirements. Included program templates take the guesswork
out of configuration and ensure that the all required Universal and Program Specific Data Elements are being
collected.
Advanced Data Analytics
Bitfocus is investing aggressively in tools that facilitate the use of data to facilitate real-time decision support,
and help communities better understand and act on their data. In addition to the dozens of pre-built reports in
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our report library, Clarity Human Services includes robust business intelligence and data analysis tools that allow
users to explore and interact with their client data. Our data analysis tab removes the complexity that often
stands in the way of accessing and understanding the data contained in case management software,
empowering users to answer questions themselves and to leverage the best available data to inform and
support decision-making.
Apps & Integrations
To be successful today, even the most full-featured HMIS solutions need to be able to play well with others.
Coordinated Entry, Frequent User Initiatives, and other efforts require ever closer cooperation and coordination
between various systems of care and their respective data systems. At the same time, the human services space
itself is quickly expanding to encompass the full spectrum of service providers. Clarity Human Services includes a
RESTful API to securely connect authorized applications with HMIS.
The API offers a well-documented, standards-based means of building upon the Clarity Human Services platform
without the need for Bitfocus professional services or support. For more casual integrations, Clarity Human
Services recently introduced a powerful drag-drop data import tool that allows users to manually import both
HUD XML/CSV and custom data fields with minimal technical complexity.
Mobile
There’s a growing need to provide meaningful access to social services data and functionality in the field. This is
particularly important as communities turn to data systems as the gateway to Coordinated Entry and other vital
services. Unfortunately, many legacy information systems do not translate well to use on a tablet or phone.
Clarity Human Services is mobile-friendly out of the box and includes a number of features such as signature and
location capture that take advantage of the unique capability of mobile devices. Bitfocus is also currently
developing a dedicated mobile outreach application to support the unique needs of outreach providers working
with encampments and other difficult to serve populations
As detailed in this proposal, our experience, qualifications, and results are among the most respected in the
field. We look forward to building upon these successes by providing your organization with the tools necessary
to provide the cost-effective, secure, flexible, and scalable technical environment you need to serve your clients.
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4.2

Respondent Leadership Team

Robert Herdzik
Chief Executive Officer
2003
As President and CEO, Robert owns the company vision. He builds the culture of shared attitudes, goals,
behaviors, and values that characterize the Bitfocus staff. He is devoted to driving the development,
design, testing, and modification of the Clarity Human Services application in ways that make it the
industry frontrunner. Robert Herdzik has spent over 15 years in the field of software engineering, 13 of
which have been devoted to the design of HMIS data systems. His personalized communication with
customers enables him to understand their needs truly. He combines this holistic understanding with his
ability to harness the exceptional expertise of his employees in order to create and maintain the datadriven culture that characterizes both our company and our customers.
Background
Robert is well known in the Human Services industry for his ability to deliver a software solution (Clarity
Human Services) that meets both business and service provision objectives. Robert’s expertise and
background extend beyond the technical realm; he is also an expert in business development. The blend of
his technical skills, leadership, and business sense drives his ability to operate Bitfocus as a highly
proficient, data-driven firm
Project Role
Robert Herdzik will provide leadership and management of all operations.

Jeff Ugai
Chief Operating Officer
2017
Jeff oversees day-to-day operations at Bitfocus, providing strategic leadership that ensures we take
an optimal approach to creating quality, efficiency, and exceptional customer experiences across
the organization. In addition to his role as Chief Operating Officer, Jeff also serves as Bitfocus privacy
officer and leads our efforts to ensure we fulfill our obligations to safeguard our client data.
Jeff’s past experience includes a 4-year tenure as Staff Attorney and Data and Innovations Team Lead of
HomeBase, a San Francisco-based, nonprofit legal and technical assistance agency. Jeff has also served in
several HUD leadership roles, one of which being Creator and Lead Facilitator of HUD’s Data-Driven
Interventions Initiative, which developed systems for several high-profile communities (e.g. Las Vegas, NV
and State of Washington) that leveraged existing investments in HMIS to coordinate care and share data
across mainstream systems. Jeff holds a B.S. in Public Policy, Management and Planning from University of
Southern California, and a J.D. from Hastings College of the Law, where he also served as President and
Founder of the Homeless Legal Clinic. Jeff is also an IAPP Certified Information Privacy Professional and
CIPP/CIPT Certified Information Privacy

Tauri Royce
Director of Customer Success & Development

2003
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Tauri Royce, contributes an invaluable multidisciplinary skill set to Bitfocus and our customers. As Director
of Customer Success and Development, Tauri spearheads efforts to improve, understand and deepen our
relationship with our customers and key stakeholders. Collectively, the Customer Success and
Development Team works on all aspects of how we engage our customers and the public– from marketing
and communication; to sales and accounts; and training and support.
Background
Tauri served as the Lead Bitfocus HMIS System Administrator for State of Nevada for over a decade. Tauri’s
dedication to this role drove the expansion of the Nevada HMIS system from a 9-agency, 50- user, single
CoC implementation into a statewide multi-CoC 1,400+ user system for the entire State
of Nevada. She worked tirelessly to increase awareness of the CoC activities and create interest in
membership and HMIS participation throughout the community. This blend of technical expertise, human
services field experience, and HMIS/homeless systems experience makes Tauri an invaluable resource for
other system administrators and CoC leads.
Project Role
Customer Success
• Acts as facilitator between customers and Bitfocus. Highly trained in cross-functional roles and
empowered to provide customers with assistance in all areas of the business.
• Spearhead efforts to improve, understand and deepen our relationship with Bitfocus customer and
key stakeholders.
Drive Customer Support Initiatives
• Coordinate Customer Support Team staffing to provide training and technical assistance as needed
to end users. Monitor, measure and report all helpdesk activities to ensure the continuation of
high-performance support personnel.

Jim O’Sullivan
Director of Data Services
2014
As Director of Data Services, Jim personally ensures that each customer has the tools they need to operate
the type of data-driven culture that characterizes Bitfocus customers. He serves as the primary technical
resource in developing and maintaining the Clarity Human Services data services and infrastructure,
creating a master data management program to easily identify persons around which enterprise systems
can be synchronized. Jim also spearheads all data visualization innovation, including the configuration,
customization, and maintenance of the data visualization tool. He also oversees the data migration from
legacy systems to the Clarity Human Services application and is the XML/CSV Integration and Data
Exchange Lead.
Background
Jim has over 20 years of experience in data warehousing, data integration, database administration,
database development, and software development, with 10 years focused primarily on HMIS Data
Integration. Jim has used his expertise to develop scalable high-performance, high profile Human Services
databases serving millions of end users. Since becoming involved in HMIS data systems 10 years ago, he
has been integral in developing Human Services data integration, data warehouses, custom programming,
data quality, and client deduplication applications.
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Project Role
Jim builds systems that enable services to be planned, coordinated, delivered, monitored and
evaluated in an integrated and efficient manner, maximizing positive outcomes for children,
families, and communities.
Data Migration and API Integration Lead
• Oversee the data migration from the legacy system to your Clarity Human Services application to
ensure that unduplicated data is accurately migrated in its entirety.
XML/CSV Integration and Data Exchange Lead
• Data Migration plan (if applicable)
• Special Projects (Reports Developed, Agency/Program Configuration, etc)
• Customer Training activities schedule
Technical Resource Management
• Coordinate technical resources to ensure data tasks and reporting requirements are successfully
delivered.
Data Analysis Configuration Lead
• Lead the configuration and installation of your Looker© (data visualization tool) instance that
accompanies your Clarity Human Services installation. He is responsible for all Looker© training
and support material, and will oversee efforts to ensure your system administrator and designated
end users are fully

Anna Hung
Director of Implementation
2014
As Director of Implementation at Bitfocus, Anna Hung ensures that our customers are 100 percent satisfied
with their software implementations. Anna and her team collaborate closely with each new customer to
customize their Clarity Human Services installation in ways that meet their needs. She serves as the lead
liaison between the functional/technical leads and the PMO/Project Sponsor/ Governance Committee. She
leads the initial kickoff meetings and subsequently strategizes and executes the Project Plan according to
the unique needs of each customer.
Background
In addition to her years with Bitfocus, Anna Hung has more than 7 years of experience serving as HMIS
System Administrator or in a similar role. In addition, among other collaborations, Anna has partnered with
the San Francisco-based, non-profit legal and HUD technical assistance agency HomeBase. She also served
as a CoC Meeting Facilitator and HMIS Lead Agency and Collaborative Applicant for CA-518 Vallejo/Solano
County Continuum of Care. Her expertise in local, state, and Federal policy surrounding HMIS and Human
Services data systems allows her to prepare software implementations that are not only fully customized to
customer specifications but are also in compliance with policies and requirements. Anna holds a bachelor’s
degree in Sociology from the University of California Davis, with a minor in Global and International
Studies.
Project Role
Collaborates with each customer to customize their Clarity Human Services installation in ways that meet
their local priorities. Her expertise in local, state, and federal policy surrounding HMIS and Human Service
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data systems allows her to offer each customer software implementations that are not only full
customized to their specifications but are also in compliance with policies and requirements.
Implementation Liaison and Lead
Liaise between the functional/technical leads and the PMO/Project
• Sponsor/Governance Committee. Lead initial kickoff meeting and subsequently strategize and
execute the Project Plan, including establishing the following:
• Implementation timeline with milestones
• Responsibilities by all parties
• Data migration plan (if applicable)
• Special projects (Reports Developed, Agency/Program Configuration)
• Customer training activities schedule

Levin Corbin
Process Optimization Manager
2018
As the Process Optimization Manager, Levin is responsible for the design of programs and processes that
ensure alignment with the company’s strategic initiatives. She draws insights from quantitative and
qualitative research, with the goal of providing superior experiences, results, and value to Bitfocus
customers and employees.
Background
The role of Bitfocus Process Optimization Manager requires a balance of operational oversight and industry
knowledge. Levin is an experienced Process Optimization Manager with 11 years in the computer software
industry (specifically HMIS). She is skilled in budgeting, analytical expertise, team building, conference
event coordination, and management. These skills allow her to develop and manage sustainable, costeffective team models. Levin operates according to the principles of solution-oriented leadership in respect
to milestones, activities, and goals. In addition to having master’s degree in Industrial/Organizational
Psychology from Louisiana Tech University, Levin has the following designations and certifications: Certified
Associate Project Management (CAPM), Six Sigma, and Microsoft Project.
Project Role
Levin collaborates with Bitfocus leadership on an ongoing basis to identify, prioritize, and execute large
scale process refinement projects as well as staffing optimization strategy. Levin continuously researches
and evaluates new processes, methods, practices, and materials relevant to the HMIS industry and project
management.
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4.3

Respondent Staff

Solution Consultant
Cameron Shorkey
Implementation
As a Solution Consultant on the Customer Success and Development Team, Cameron will guide you
through the procurement and contracting process. Cameron applies his industry expertise, academic
background, and interpersonal skills to enhance customer communication, build enthusiasm for our
solution, and facilitate the contracting process.
Cameron has a strong background in Human Services, particularly that of public policy and policy analysis.
He’s spent several years doing policy and legal research, interpreting data and providing policy analysis,
such as for the Colorado Department of Health Care Policy and Financing. He also served as a Government
Liaison for the American Red Cross, representing the Red Cross to external partners, and communicating
Red Cross policies to partner organizations. This hands-on experience combined with his master’s degree in
Public Policy (University of Denver) makes Cameron highly prepared to identify customer needs and
construct solutions.

Learning Coordinator
Nate Scott
Both
As Learning and Development Coordinator, Nate is a master of the features, application, and advantages
of Bitfocus software and professional services. He works in close partnership with all teams to coordinate
efforts and integrate training resources throughout these efforts. He assesses learner needs and develops
strategic training plans, based on learning science. He also designs, develops, delivers, evaluates, and
revises all Bitfocus learning content to create new training initiatives, and maintain updated curriculum
database and training records. Additionally, Nate partners with internal stakeholders and coordinates with
experts regarding instructional design, measuring, and reporting on the results of learning efforts.
Nate has nearly 15 years of experience leading customer relationship initiatives, with experience in project
management, customer service, data transfer projects, training, and QA/testing. He applies this experience
to his day-to-day communication, collaboration, and onboarding of Bitfocus customers and staff, preparing
them to launch successfully.

Technical Support Manager
John Talley
Ongoing operations
John Talley is among the original Bitfocus staff, transitioning to Bitfocus after its acquisition of MetSYS
Software, which was later redeveloped from the bottom up into Clarity Human Services. This means that
John has been supporting Clarity Human Services customers since the software’s inception. As Technical
Support Manager, he leads all customer support/TA initiatives for Bitfocus, ensuring that our customers
receive the caliber of customer support that Bitfocus is well known for. His contributions and experience
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are critical to successful customer implementations, transitions, and system upgrades. John ensures that
each member of the Bitfocus Customer Support Team is a Subject Matter Expert in the software so that
they can respond to requests swiftly and accurately. In addition, he also ensures they maintain expertise in
industry trends and industry data regulations so that they can ensure that customers receive accurate and
timely information for successful operation of community programs/projects.
John has over 25 years of experience in customer support management and technical assistance. Prior to
working with Bitfocus, John has worked for large tech companies such as Apple and Metsys. He also has a
technical background, holding a degree in Applied Science: Microsoft Systems Engineer. This technical
background combined with his extensive customer support management experience makes him an
exceptional leader and true customer advocate.

Customer Experience Manager
Harron Griffin
Ongoing operations
As the Customer Experience Manager for the Technical Support Team, Harron is the champion for Bitfocus
customers. He monitors customer satisfaction, customer support performance, resource utilization and
other key metrics, ensuring that our customers receive and 11-star customer experience. Harron develops
and implement policies, tools, and other resources that streamline interaction and facilitate delivery of
continuously exceptional experiences. He also collaborates with the Learning Coordinator in the
prioritization, development, and distribution of Training and Learning content. All-in-all, Harron leads the
charge when it comes to customer satisfaction.
Harron has a background in HMIS, having served as an HMIS system administrator for numerous years. He
also has a technical background, including expertise in logistics. He holds a Bachelor’s degree in
Information Systems Security, and an AAS Software Applications and Programming. This combination of
technical and practical experience lends to Harron’s incredible problem-solving abilities and capacity to
connect with customer needs.

Implementation Team
Lead: Anna Hung
Implementation
DESCRIPTION
The Implementation Team provides a highly targeted implementation approach and timeline to guarantee
a successful on-boarding of new or existing agencies to your Clarity Human Services installation.
More than half of the staff members on the Implementation Team have served as HMIS System
Administrators in previous employment positions, themselves, and are therefore keenly aware of the pain
points that CoCs face. Other Implementation Team Members have served in similar roles, one example
being non-profit reporting and compliance.
SKILL SET
Each Staff Member on the Implementation Team possesses the following skill sets:
• Policy analysis
• Strategic planning
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•
•
•
•
•

Project management
Data migration
Data integration
Reporting / data analysis
Report development

Other skills include:
• Social work
• HMIS leadership
• Data privacy
• CoC Governance
• Coordinated Entry
• RHY/Youth
• PATH
• Section 8
PROJECT ROLE:
• Implementation Liaison and Lead: Liaise between the functional/technical leads and the
PMO/Project Sponsor/ Governance Committee.
• Lead initial kickoff meeting and subsequently strategize and execute the Project Plan, including
establishing the following:
• Implementation timeline with milestones
• Special projects (Reports Developed, Agency/Program Configuration)
• Customer training activities schedule
• Program And Service Configuration : co-configure the Clarity Human Services application to meet
local requirements. This includes the configuration of programs and services for all agencies, as
well as the creation of screens which can be used as customizable default screens.

Data Services Team
Lead: Jim O’Sullivan
Both
DESCRIPTION
The Data Services Team provides data services and instruction that support data-driven communities. This
team of experts offers support in reporting, data quality, data management, data visualization, and data
visualization software (i.e., Looker©). Truly exceptional in the industry, this is a powerhouse team of data
experts who have specialized in Human Services data systems for a minimum of 10 years. In addition,
nearly half the team has over 10 years of experience in HMIS system administration / HMIS lead, over 10
years of experience in report development project management. This blend of experience means that the
Bitfocus Data Integration Team can tackle data integration and data migration projects of any size or scope.
SKILL SET:
• Reporting / Data Analysis
• Data Integration /Migration Project Management
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•
•
•
•
•

Data architecture
Software training
System administration
Report development
HMIS leadership

PROJECT ROLE
• Data Migration and API Integration Lead: Oversee the data migration from the legacy system to
your Clarity Human Services application to ensure that unduplicated data is accurately migrated in
its entirety. o Data Migration plan (if applicable)

•

• Special Projects (Reports Developed, Agency/ Program Configuration, etc)
• Customer Training activities schedule
Technical Resource Management: Coordinate technical resources to ensure data tasks and
reporting requirements are successfully delivered.

Data Analysis Tool Configuration: Configure and install your Looker© (data visualization tool) instance that
accompanies your Clarity Human Services installation. He is responsible for all Looker© training and support
material, and will oversee efforts to ensure your system administrator and designated end users are fully
prepared to analyze the data that will lay the foundation for your data-driven culture.

Customer Success Team
Lead: Tauri Royce
Both
DESCRIPTION
Serves as facilitator between customers and Bitfocus. They are trained in cross-functional roles and are
empowered to provide customers with assistance in all areas. Serve as the main contact for the customer
in handling a question or problem, and keep the customer updated with timely and frequent information
about progress towards resolving the issue. Facilitate resolutions by bringing together the appropriate
team leads.
SKILL SET
The Customer Advocacy Team comprises an elite collection of industry experts, with a broad set of
intensive skill sets. Examples include:
• Policy analysis
• Privacy and compliance
• Software training
• Implementation project management
• Customer support
•
•

Data integration
Reporting / data analysis

PROJECT ROLE
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•
•

Spearhead efforts to improve, understand and deepen the relationship between Bitfocus
customers and key stakeholders.
Interdepartmental Liaison: Collaborate closely with all business units to identify opportunities and
reinforce a customer-centric focus in everything they do.

Customer Support Team
Lead: Tauri Royce/John Talley
Ongoing operations
DESCRIPTION
The Bitfocus Customer Support Team is industry-renowned for their excellence in customer care. This team
is a unique collection of seasoned customer support experts that not only have an average of 8 years of
customer support experience, but they also have experience in the human services industry. Many have
worked as case workers, case managers, and even HMIS system administrators. This means that they know
the unique challenges that HMIS end users face, and are eager to offer customized solutions.
SKILL SET
The Bitfocus Customer Support Team has a wide range of experts, with skill sets that range from software
development, HMIS operations, report development, social work, and education/training.
PROJECT ROLE
• Drive Customer Support Initiatives: Coordinate Customer Support Team staffing to provide training
and technical assistance as needed to end users. Monitor, measure and report all helpdesk
activities to ensure the continuation of high-performance support personnel.
• Customer Support Liaison: Interact with customer system administrators to understand their
unique needs to ensure their needs are met in a timely, efficient, and comprehensive manner.
• Customer Support Training Coordinator: Train new Bitfocus Helpdesk staff and seasoned general
Bitfocus staff alike to ensure they are up to date on the latest features and functionalities of Clarity
Human Services, industry trends, and customer needs.
• Leadership Briefing: Report Customer Support activities and support request trends to the Bitfocus
Leadership Team in order for the Leadership Team to generate innovative ways to meet customer
support needs.
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5

Planning and Implementation

5.1

Projected Timeline

Implementation timelines for new systems can vary widely depending on the resources, complexity, and
priorities of each particular project. For example, we completed the transition of Washington State's HMIS-including a full migration of client records from the legacy vendor--in approximately 4 months. Simple
implementations without data migration can be completed in a matter of weeks. More discussion is needed in
order to provide an estimated timeline. However, details of the standard implementation process are described
below.
Our standard implementation process starts with a project kickoff call to review project priorities, identify the
project team and establish an anticipated Go Live date for the system. Based on this we'll finalize a project plan
and assist the customer and completing an inventory of all programs and services in HMIS.
Next, we move on to Co-Implementation Service/Agency Configuration, Migration, and Training:
Co-Implementation Service & Agency Configuration
Co-implementation & Agency Configuration services are the areas of most cost variability, as they are
dependent on the number of agencies, programs, and services to be configured. Implementation services
include the co-development implementation and configuration of the system to ensure efficient program
management workflow. Bitfocus consults with partner agencies in identifying system configurations and
customizations that will support and improve their HMIS workflow. During this step, the Bitfocus
Implementation Team empowers system administrators to gain the capacity to customize the system
autonomously. Agency configuration includes the co-development and creation of programs and services (e.g.,
creation of program screens, configuration of automated program eligibility requirements, service item
configuration, etc.) within Clarity Human Services. The Bitfocus Implementation team empowers system
administrators to eventually carry out these tasks autonomously, giving the system administrators the capacity
to customize the system in real-time in accordance to the needs of the continuum.
Data Migration
Our data services team imports client data using CSV exports from the legacy system. Our Data Services team,
working closely with our implementation team and local system administrators, provides extensive consulting
services for CoCs that wish to retain legacy data. Since migrations typically involve needing to import HUD data,
which follows a prescribed format, as well as custom data elements, which vary from customer to customer, we
separate the migration process into two phases:
•

Phase 1 will consist of only HUD Data Standard elements, as defined by the HMIS CSV specification.

•

Phase 2 will be custom elements, as defined by Custom CSV Schema attachment provided by Bitfocus.

Due to the nature of a Phase 2 custom migration, the migration will be specially tailored to each individual
customer’s needs. As such, there will be additional requirements gathering, mapping, and data integrity checks
and/or transformations. In addition to initial data migration services, customers can use our Data Import Tool or
RESTful API to import client data into Clarity Human Services. For more information see the attached Data
Import Tool flyer.
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Costs for such projects are impacted by a number of factors and can vary widely depending on the resources
involved. Estimates assume HSN will produce both (1) a HUD CSV/XML format in the latest HUD schema and (2)
a flat file export of all additional data elements in a designated state schema.
Training
We provide a full system administration training for local admins as well as a train-the-trainer session to prepare
the team to deliver End User Training. The system administration training during the Implementation Period
focuses on the core essentials of Clarity Human Services to ensure a successful initial implementation. These
trainings are approximately 3 hours per session. Secondary session is optional, and subject to initial session
objectives.
The Bitfocus training development process (both pre- and post-implementation) emphasizes pedagogicallysound instructional design rooted in Adult Learning Theory and continuous refinement and revision

.
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5.2

CoC/HMIS Lead Roles and Staffing

Governance Committee
Weekly meetings during implementation; Monthly
Both
meetings ongoing
Job/Task Description: The HMIS Governance Committee holds the primary responsibility for setting HMIS
policies and procedures. Membership is comprised of CoC representatives, HMIS Lead Agency staff,
participating agency staff, as well as consumer and community representatives as appropriate. The
committee makes the final decisions on system planning, participation, coordination of resources,
coordination on data integration projects, and other policy and procedural decisions. The committee is
charged with protecting the rights and privacy of clients. Under the authority of the CoC, the committee
directs the HMIS lead agency, sets performance targets, and monitors compliance.
Experience/Skillset Required: HMIS Governance Committee members should have a working
understanding of HMIS and CoC regulations, local policies and priorities, and best practices in the
administration of homeless data and other management information systems.
Executive Sponsor
1 FTE
Implementation
Job/Task Description: An executive sponsor is a manager who has a vested interest in seeing the project
to completion. The executive sponsor should be the highest-ranking manager possible. Successful
sponsorship requires a deep understanding of organizational culture and awareness of how the project will
help the organization achieve its goals.
Experience/Skillset Required: The executive sponsor should have a strong working knowledge of the local
HMIS implementation, including policies and procedures; data collection and reporting requirements; and
strategic goals. Strong project management skills and collaborative relationships with key stakeholders are
equally important.
Project Management Office (Team)
1-2 FTE
Implementation
Job/Task Description: The Project Management Office (team) will be the source for guidance,
documentation, and metrics. They will become involved with project-related tasks and follow up on project
activities through completion. They will report on project activities, problems and requirements to the
Project Manager and Governance team to keep these decision makers moving toward consistent, business
focused goals and objectives
Experience/Skillset Required: Experienced HMIS System administrators
Functional Leads (senior business unit managers)
1 Representative per Participating Agency
Both
Job/Task Description: The CoC team leadership members with a vested knowledge in the local business
requirements that will be translated through the implementation process.
Experience/Skillset Required: A senior management employee with decision-making authority who will be
responsible for that organization’s participation in HMIS.
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Technical Leads
1-2 FTE
Implementation
Job/Task Description: The Bitfocus and HSN CoC leads with the technical expertise to implement the
technical aspects of the project (i.e., Data Migration/Conversion).
Experience/Skillset Required: Understanding of local dataset, HUD data standards and schemas, and
common database functions
Change Management
0.5 FTE
Implementation
Job/Task Description: The Change Management team will ensure transparency and expectations are
clearly communicated during the Implementation process. The goal is to ensure the positive adoption and
clear communication during the process.
Experience/Skillset Required: Strong understanding of local HMIS data, including its structure and use in
reporting or other purposes
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6

Summary of Costs

6.1

Standard License

Provide an estimate of the annual cost to license Software with standard HMIS data collection and reporting.
One Time
Cost
$81,250

Requirement/Deliverable
License – Standard

Annual
Cost
$ 183,960

List factors or conditions that may potentially impact the estimated annual cost provided above (e.g., payment
schedule, length of initial contract, licensing of additional functionality, purchase of other services) or cause it to
fluctuate (e.g., additional users, additional projects, number of client records). Quantify the impact, if possible.
Cost Basis / Factors Affecting Cost of Standard License:
Annual recurring and year one costs for Clarity Human Services is based on the following (based on 286 General
End Users/120 Agency Managers/4 System Administrators):
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6.2

Implementation and Hosting

For each requirement/deliverable below, enter the associated one time and/or annual costs.
•
•
•
•

If included in the standard license cost or the cost of another deliverable/requirement, enter $0.
If any portion of the cost of a requirement is included in the standard license cost, enter only the portion
of the cost that is not included.
If not available from Respondent at all, enter n/a in both cost fields.
For any task/service that could optionally be provided by Respondent or provided by the CoC, check the
box in the CoC column and enter the cost if provided by Respondent.

Requirement/Deliverable
Completed Project Plan
Comparable Database (350 users/260 projects)
Configuration – 200 custom fields
Data Mapping and Migration
HMIS standard data (7 years)
500 active/2,000 inactive user records and project associations
200 custom fields
5,000 uploaded client documents/files est.
Hosting/Server Management

CoC

☒

One Time
Included
$205,325
$17,470

Annual
$193,800
0.00.

☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

$40,000
Included
Included
Included
Included

0.00.
0.00.
0.00.
0.00.
0.00.

Notes/Factors Affecting Cost of Hosting and Implementation
Costs for such projects are impacted by a number of factors and can vary widely depending on the resources
involved. Estimates assume HSN will produce both (1) a HUD CSV/XML format in the latest HUD schema and (2)
a flat file export of all additional data elements in a designated state schema

6.3

Cost for Features/Functionality/Services Not Included in Standard License

List any requirement from the Requirements Assessment section that is associated with additional cost.
•
•

•

Do not list any requirement that does not incur additional cost.
Do not list any cost more than once unless it could be incurred more than once. If a single feature (e.g.,
an add-on module) will satisfy multiple requirements, include a general description and reference the
requirement numbers. For example: Coordinated Entry Module (requirements 9.1-9.7).
If the listed cost is an estimate subject to significant change, include a brief note to that effect after the
description. Example: “Req. 7.3. Upload photos, scans, and other documents to a client record
(Estimate – depends on file size / number of uploads)”

Requirement/Deliverable
(Highlight this row and click the ‘+’ at the lower right to add additional rows.)

CoC One Time
Annual
0.00.
0.00.
☐

All described features and functionality are included in our standard licenses and implementation services
described above.
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7

Additional Information

7.1

References

List at least three current customers and at least one former customer. References must include at least one
HMIS implementation currently using Software as the designated HMIS.
Exception: The CoC’s current vendor is exempt from the requirement to provide a reference from an HMIS
implementation and asked to provide references from customers who are not CoC member agencies and who
do not operate HMIS-participating projects in the CoC.
References will be asked to answer a standard set of questions about factors pertinent to Respondent’s ability to
meet the CoC’s HMIS needs, including reliability, user experience, communication, and customer service. Please
be aware that the CoC may request additional reference if a listed reference is unable or unwilling to answer
these questions.

Southern Nevada CoC – Nevada Statewide HMIS/CMIS (3 CoCs)
Michele Fuller-Hallauer MSW, LSW, Continuum of
Current customer
Care Coordinator
MHF@ClarkCountyNV.gov
702.455.5188
About State of Nevada Continuum of Cares (3)
Bitfocus became HMIS System Administrator for the State of Nevada in 2005. Since this time, Bitfocus has
expanded service provision through transforming a 9-agency, 50-user, single CoC implementation into a
statewide multi-CoC with over 1,400+ users, 129 agencies, and 379 active programs for the State of
Nevada. Through the use of Clarity Human Services, Nevada was among the first states to completely end
veteran homelessness, and they are making great progress on ending chronic homelessness and youth
homelessness as well. Bitfocus currently serves as HMIS System Administrator as well as HMIS vendor for
State of Nevada.
STATE OF NEVADA (3 COCS)
• Implementation Date: 2005
• 129 active agencies
• 379 active programs
• 1,400+ active users
• 6,500+ users trained

Organization Office of Supportive Housing, Santa Clara County
Hilary Barroga, Continuum of Care Quality Manager
Current customer
hilary.barroga@hhs.sccgov.org
408.793.0550
About Santa Clara County Continuum of Care
Santa Clara County CoC vision: No one lives outside. Homelessness ends when everyone has a home. The
Santa Clara County CoC is dedicated to removing barriers and providing affordable housing to ensure the
economic self-sufficiency of all persons in Santa Clara County. Bitfocus currently serves as HMIS System
Administrator as well as HMIS vendor for Santa Clara County.
SANTA CLARA COUNTY CONTINUUM OF CARE
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•
•
•
•
•

Implementation Date: 2016
66 agencies configured into Clarity Human Services
555 programs configured into Clarity Human Services (Includes both active and inactive programs)
636 active users
1,200+ users trained

El Paso Coalition for the Homeless
Carol Bohle, Executive Director
Current customer
cbohle.epch@elp.twcbc.com
915.843.2170
EL PASO, TX CONTINUUM OF CARE
• Implementation Date: 2005
• 47 agencies configured into Clarity Human Services
• 93 active users

Heart of Southern Nevada Mobile Crisis Intervention Team
Kelly Robson, Chief Social Services Officer
Current customer
krobson@helpsonv.org
(702) 369-4357 ext. 1232
The Mobile Crisis Intervention Team (MCIT), one of HELP of Southern Nevada’s many programs, goes
above and beyond to make sure every person experiencing homelessness in Southern Nevada has an
opportunity to be housed. The MCIT conducts interventions, abatements and Health & Safety checks
throughout all jurisdictions at the direction of Clark County. They work in tandem with ALL services
providers to encourage homeless individuals and families living in places not meant for human habitation
to engage in services.
MCIT approaches case management and coordinated entry with excellence, effectively engaging clients
and carefully documenting each client encounter throughout their journey from homelessness to housing
placement. They also approach problem-solving with excellence, continually looking for innovative
solutions to improve how they address homelessness. The MCIT has transformed their HMIS into a fully
mobile tool that can be used in the field, taking outreach to a whole new level of effectiveness.
The numbers prove the success of MCIT’s hard work. In just the past 12 months, MCIT has conducted 1,104
housing assessments for coordinated entry. In the same time period, they have also had 1,969 clients with
services provided to them, all entered into HMIS in the field. For the majority of these clients, MCIT was
able to take their photo, upload it to the system, and provide them a Clarity card (a client ID/swipe card
printed within HMIS that helps clients identify themselves to outreach workers and law enforcement, as
well as enables easy access to shelters and dining facilities)
MCIT is a single program operating within the Southern Nevada CoC. They have approximately 15 staff who
utilize Clarity Human Services.
For a short video on MCIT’s experience with Clarity Human Services, please follow this link:
https://bitfocus.com/press/photos-and-video/.
Respondent Notes – References
Bitfocus does not have any former customers, as no customer has discontinued or non-renewed their contract.
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7.2

Conflict of Interest Disclosure (1-2 pp.)

If Respondent has other relationships or obligations that would represent any actual or perceived conflict of
interest with respect to Respondent’s objectivity, impartiality, ability, and/or willingness to perform work for the
CoC under the Terms and Conditions included in the RFP, disclose them here. Include the provisions of any
formal Conflict of Interest policy.
Bitfocus does not have any relationships or obligations that represent any actual or perceived conflict of interest
with respect to our objectivity, impartiality, ability, and/or willingness to perform the work described in this RFP.
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7.3

Confidentiality Policies and Procedures (1-2 pp.)

If Respondent staff have any access to client-level data, describe policies and procedures related to
confidentiality, including vetting and/or background checks, training, oversight, and responses to and customer
notification of breach. Include the user roles/titles of persons granted access and include the text of
agreements signed by staff, if any. If this is not applicable, explain why.
Bitfocus maintains comprehensive Information Governance and Information Security policies which apply to all
staff. We regularly update these policies based on current risk assessments, regulatory requirements, and
industry best practices. Staff compliance with established policies is monitored on a continuous basis, including
the maintenance of detailed logs for audit and compliance purposes. We take a multi-layered approach to
enforcement, using multiple manual and automated reviews to verify compliance and quickly identify emerging
threats. Our internal efforts are supplemented by third-party training, certifications, and testing—including
ongoing penetration testing of our application.
We conduct pre-employment background checks, verify references, and rigorously vet applicants before
extending job offers. Once employed, staff training includes review of our data privacy obligations as well as the
material and requirements of our Information Governance and Information Security policies. Staff are trained on
HUD HMIS, HIPAA, VAWA, and other relevant data privacy regulations, and receive additional training based on
job role. Follow-up trainings are provided on a regular basis to ensure staff is up to speed on the latest
requirements and risks.
All Bitfocus staff sign an acknowledgement of their receipt of and agreement to company policies, including our
Information Governance and Information Security policies and procedures. Additional confidentiality
agreements are signed as necessary for individual projects, including accompanying supplemental training
and/or certifications as appropriate.
Staff are granted access to client-level data only when there is a legitimate business need that is within the
scope of our services agreement with that customer. All access to client-data is limited to the minimum amount
necessary to perform the authorized work. Although the individual roles/titles granted access will always be
limited to the minimum number of persons required to perform the work, roles/titles generally include:
Director, Implementation Engineer, Data Analyst, System Analyst.
In the event of a (suspected) breach, the Bitfocus Privacy Officer and designated customer Privacy contact are
notified and we take immediate steps to neutralize the threat, minimize the impact of the incident, and preserve
related evidence and records. Once the threat is resolved, we will work in close partnership with the customer,
regulatory authorities, and law enforcement as appropriate to notify impacted parties, mitigate any actual or
potential damage, and take the steps necessary to prevent the situation from occurring again.
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7.4

Third Parties

If any task, feature, or functionality requires the involvement of a third party, provide contact information,
briefly describe the services provided, and identify the associated requirement(s). Provide a sample service
agreement or contract (screenshot/scan/other) below. If costs are not defined in the agreement, include them
in the description.
Click the ‘+’ sign at the lower right-hand corner of the box below to add additional third parties.
Not applicable
Name.
Click or tap here to enter text.

Email

None. Bitfocus is a full-service HMIS software developer and consulting firm, we will not require the involvement
of third parties
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7.5

Disclosure of Contract Disputes (1-2 pp.)

Provide a brief description and current status of any contract terminations, litigation, censure by professional
certifying authority, or other formal action initiated against vendor organization related to contract disputes or
non-compliance. If none, so state
None. Bitfocus does not have any prior, current, or anticipated litigation or other actions for breach of contract
or similar cases of non-compliance.
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7.6

Additional Features and Services (Optional; up to 5 pp.)

This section may be used for any information that Respondent would like to provide about Software features
and/or Respondent services that are available but not described elsewhere in this proposal because they are not
directly relevant to listed requirements.
This section will not be scored and is entirely optional. Screenshots in this section may include Vendor and/or
Software name – if included; it will not be reviewed until after de-identified proposal sections are scored.
Clarity Human Services: Built Based on Frontline Experience
As local HMIS system administrators ourselves, we also recognize that an effective compliance program requires
features and functionality that extend well beyond the federal baseline standards. Bitfocus provides local HMIS
system administration services to several large California CoCs, including Santa Clara County, San Francisco, and
Marin. This frontline experience forms the foundation for our product development process and gives us a
unique appreciation for the challenges of operating a high-performing HMIS in the real world. We know what it
takes to maintain regulatory compliance, to successfully build community trust, and to maximize a community’s
return on their technology investment.
The content below presents the features and functionality from the context of six key categories in HMIS
operations:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Coordinated Entry
Usability
Customizability
BI/Data Analysis
Data Exchange and Integration
Compliance

We also invite you to explore the Screenshots attachment, for visual representations of these features.
1. COORDINATED ENTRY
Clarity Human Services includes a robust suite of Coordinated Entry tools and features that support each of the
core elements of Coordinated Entry:
•
•
•
•

Access
Assessment
Prioritization
Referral

Access
From initial outreach through engagement, Clarity Human Services helps communities maximize access to the
coordinated entry system and ensure full coverage throughout each continuum's complete geographic area.
•

Support for Variety of Access Models: Coordinated Entry functionality in Clarity Human Services
supports a variety of access models and configurations that adapt to the needs, policies, and resources
available to each community.
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•

•

Mobile-Ready: Full support for mobile devices empowers outreach workers with full access to HMIS
functionality. Authorized users can securely track outreach efforts, complete Coordinated Entry
assessments, and-- where appropriate-- reserve housing and service resources from the field.
Location-Aware: Add geographic context to homeless data by using GPS coordinates (e.g., using a
mobile device) and automatic geocoding of manually entered addresses. Location information can be
combined with other data points to create geographic visualizations using our built-in Data Analysis tool
or third-party reporting tools (e.g., Tableau or ArcGIS), via our Customer Data Model.

Assessment
Whether using a standard assessment tool or something more custom, Clarity Human Services allows
communities to efficiently and effectively assess the housing needs, preferences, and vulnerability of homeless
families and individuals.
•
•

Standard Assessments: Support for popular assessments, including the VI-SPDAT and OrgCode
assessments, comes built-in--included automatic scoring.
Custom Assessments and Score Processors: System Administrators can customize any assessment or
create custom scored assessments to match the unique needs and priorities of their communities.

Prioritization
The Community Queue features in Clarity Human Services help CoCs manage the inventory of community
housing resources and services available, and ensure that those persons with the greatest need and vulnerability
receive the resources needed to resolve their housing crisis.
•

•

•

•

Waitlist Management: Maintaining an accurate and timely waitlist of eligible persons seeking housing
can be challenging-- particularly for large continuums. Clarity Human Services offers a variety of tools to
aid communities in managing their waitlist. Features include the ability to distinguish active vs. inactive
clients based on system activity; "snooze" clients to remove them temporarily from the waitlist; and
interactive reporting to gain insight into system inow, wait times, and placements.
Case Conferencing: Referral-specific case notes, a full referral history, and automated eligibility
screening facilitate secure collaboration between housing navigators and provide an ideal platform for
case conferencing.
Customizable Waitlists and Dashboards: Communities can customize Coordinated Entry waitlists and
create custom dashboards that combine assessment scores with other data elements (including support
for custom fields).
Real-Time Inventory Management and Reservations: Understand current and anticipated availability
with real-time bed and unit inventory management-- including support for reservations to prevent
duplicate referrals to the same resource.

Referral
Finally, our referral features facilitate a smooth handoff to available housing resources and services, while
helping to ensure compliance with local Coordinated Entry Policies and Procedures.
•

Eligibility Engine: A robust eligibility engine automates program eligibility screening and aids housing
navigators in quickly screening for eligible clients.
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•

•

Document Management: Digital copies of files and documents can be uploaded directly to the client's
record, allowing the full housing navigation and application process to happen within HMIS.
Additionally, Clarity Human Services compares the type of documents uploaded against program
requirements to determine if a client is "doc-ready" for a particular program.
Outcome Tracking: Each referral is tracked in the system to evaluate its outcome and help ensure each
program's compliance with community Coordinated Entry policies and procedures.

2. USABILITY
True usability extends beyond technical features, it must also be the direct product of end user experience. As
HMIS system administrators, we’re the only vendor who actually uses our software on a daily basis, and our own
end user experiences heavily inform the design of Clarity Human Services. This experience, combined with the
product’s innovative UI/UX design, data entry features, and workow customization features are what give
Clarity Human Services its unprecedented usability.
User Interface and Data Entry Features
Numerous aspects of the user interface as well as the Clarity Human Services data entry tools eliminate the data
entry burdens of the end user, enabling them to focus on their client, not their software. These features inform
end users of location, actions, changes in state, and errors, thus ensuring that the end user is oriented at all
times. In general, the end user feels more comfortable and able to complete tasks quickly and efficiently. It also
reduces the amount of times a client has to tell their story.
•
•

•

•
•

•
•

•

Display Logic: Display logic enables forms to show fields conditionally, based on previously entered
information allowing for easy, customizable individual client data entry.
Income Verification: Important income verification such as Area Median Income (AMI) and Poverty
Guidelines are automatically calculated by the system and compared to eligibility requirements.
Automated income verification features streamlined intake, enrollment and assessment which protect
the quality of data entered.
Data Validation: System administrators can make individual data elements, required, soft required or
not required, flagging any required fields. End users will not miss any necessary data fields, protecting
the quality and accuracy of data.
Calculations: Automatic tabulations and calculation fields are available as needed, making quality of data
protected and data entered is streamlined.
Web-based Photo Capture The end user may take photographs of clients directly from the web or
mobile device with additional multiple features. Client interaction will be streamlined and there is no
need for additional equipment.
Client Aliases The aliases data base allows for various client name choices to be entered easily and
searched, minimizing risk of duplicate records.
Autocomplete Search Functionality Clarity Human Services is equipped with powerful autocomplete
search functionality throughout the entire system. The end user has comprehensive search power
leveraging search and filter.
Tooltip Integration: Clarity Human Services Interface offers tooltip explanations when the user mousses
over a data field; for the end user, this provides convenience, easy understanding and improved data
quality.
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3. CUSTOMIZABILITY
A key differentiator of Clarity Human Services is its customizability—System Administrators and Agency
Managers are empowered with the tools required to customize and build upon the federal HMIS Data Standards
to meet the requirements of virtually any funding source.
•

•
•

•

•

•

Custom Fields and Forms: Authorized System Administrators can create new Custom Fields to support
unique funding requirements and build upon the base HMIS Data Standards. Our drag-and-drop screen
editor then makes it easy to build or customize data entry screens, including support for form validation,
conditional display logic, and other advanced features.
Program Templates: Customizable program templates aid System Administrators in the consistent and
efficient management of the unique data collection requirements of each program type.
Custom Reports, Dashboards, and Exports: Authorized users can create their own reports, dashboards,
and exports-- including support for custom fields. Data can also be pulled via API or scheduled SFTP
uploads.
Access roles: In Clarity Human Services, administrators can manage user roles by creating and assigning
access roles. The built-in Access Control List (ACL) model, provides granular level permissions to all areas
of Clarity Human Services. Individual access roles are assigned to a user to dictate which areas of the
system they can view, what they can read/write/edit/delete, and how those roles relate to agencies
they are potentially sharing data with. Any areas of the system to which the end user is denied access
are eliminated from view, providing a seamless user experience on any access role.
End User Administration Tools: Local administrators will have a full set of administration tools to
manage clients, users, providers, set rules, and configure the user experience. Sign-on security features
in Clarity Human Services include precautions such as maximum password attempts, lockout time, force
password change, and two-factor authentication.
Data Sharing: System administrators can control how agencies share data, both between agencies and
between agency departments. Data sharing is easy, reliable and allows for integration between systems
while providing high security functions.

4. BI/DATA ANALYSIS
In addition to the 175+ pre-built reports in our report library, Clarity Human Services includes robust business
intelligence and data analysis tools that allow users to explore and interact with their client data. To give end
users the tools they need to make sense of their HMIS data, we've built business intelligence functionality
directly into our Clarity Human Services software. Using an intuitive drag-drop interface, agency managers and
system administrators can explore HMIS data on their own terms, to answer questions as they arise and better
understand the performance of their programs and services.
•
•

Standard HUD Reports: Clarity Human Services supports all standard HUD reports as well as all Federal
Partner reports in the Report Library, which hosts over 175 pre-built reports.
Data Visualization and Analysis: Clarity Human Services features an ad-hoc data analysis tool that allows
for easy drag-drop manipulation of variables into beautiful dashboards and custom reports, enabling
you to present data in a digestible, understandable format to funders and other stakeholders. With this
tool, the data presentation possibilities are endless and, more importantly, accessible; Fields can be
dragged-dropped, including built-in calculations based on the HUD HMIS universe-based dataset. All
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•

data elements in the Clarity Human Services system (including custom fields) are automatically
translated to this tool, making it possible to report on service data from all possible angles.
Customer Data Model : Advanced users can also query a real-time replica of their client data using our
Customer Data Model, allowing you to connect third-party reporting tools like Tableau of SPSS.

5. DATA EXCHANGE AND INTEGRATION
Getting Data Into And Out Of The System
Clarity Human Services offers multiples ways of importing and exporting both HUD as well as communitydefined data elements. Options include:
•

•

HUD CSV/XML Formats: Standard HUD CSV and XML are included in the Report Library, and both
formats can be uploading using our Data Import Tool (DIT). HUD XML data can also be imported using
the Clarity Human Services API.
Custom Data: Custom Data can also be imported via the Data Import Tool (DIT). We extend the HUD
XML schema to accommodate for custom data elements. Users can also create custom export schemas
using our Data Analysis Tool in a variety of formats for one-time or scheduled export.

Automating and Scheduling Imports and Exports
We offer a number of ways to automate or schedule imports and exports of data via Clarity Human Services.
Options include:
•

•
•
•

RESTful Data Import and Data Analysis APIs: Our Clarity Human Services and Clarity Human Services Data
Analysis APIs offer programmatic access to data import and exports using a standard RESTful
architecture.
Customer-Defined Exports: Authorized users can use our Data Analysis tool to create automated exports
(including regular SFTP uploads) of custom CSV: schemas.
Customer Data Model: Advanced users can use our Customer Data Model to script their own data pulls
directly from their dataset.
Professional Services: For advanced integrations, our Data Services team can create a custom ETL
solution. This is an excellent solution where complex business rules of unique use cases apply.

6. COMPLIANCE
Out of the box, Clarity Human Services includes the full set of data elements, entry screens, and federal reports
required to remain compliant with both HUD (CoC, ESG) and Federal Partner (PATH, VA, RHY, HOPWA) HMIS
requirements. Included program templates take the guesswork out of configuration and ensure that the all
required Universal and Program Specific Data Elements are being collected.
Data Exchange, Privacy, & Security
Data Sharing in Clarity Human Services is straightforward, robust and reliable-- allowing for integration between
systems and organizations while maintaining steadfast compliance to sharing and privacy obligations
•

Sharing Groups, Access Roles, and Departments: Customizable Sharing Groups, user Access Roles, and
agency Departments allow system administrators to support flexible collaboration within or across
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•

•

•

continuums while simultaneously empowering admins with the tools required to enforce local policies
and procedures while respecting client consent.
ROI/Consent Management: Clarity Human Services automatically manages client consent, including the
ability to capture a signed Release of Information at record creation and automatic prompts to renew
documentation when expiration nears.
Privacy Flags: For more granular control, privacy ags on sensitive data elements, notes, les, or entire
client records allow for the exclusion of individual data elements from general sharing/access
agreements.
Custom Export Schemas: For integrations or other sharing outside of the system, System, customers
using our Data Analysis or Customer Data Model can develop custom queries and export schemas to
match virtually any need.
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Attachment 1: Screenshots
Please see following page
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Technical Support

Bitfocus uses specialized reporting tools to track the occurrence and nature of our support tickets so that we can
better adapt our services accordingly. We operate our customer support according to speciﬁc performance
requirements, which are tracked on a daily, weekly, and monthly basis using Zendesk.
This data-driven approach, coupled with the dedication and responsiveness of the Customer Support Team, leads to
increased agency participation, higher data quality scores, as well as expanded and optimized utiliza-tion of the
software for our customers.

Excellent Customer Satisfaction
Bitfocus Customer Support Team consistently scores
above industry average on customer support metrics,
including general customer satisfaction.

Swift Response Times
The average ﬁrst reply time is only 4.75 hours. This is much lower then the industry average of 20.70 hours.

Compliant by default

All Universal Data Elements are included in pre-built HUD-compliant screens (e.g. CoC screens, ESG screens, VA screens,
HOWPA screens, etc.), and are also available as pre-built data ﬁelds that the system administrator can easily drag-drop
into custom screens and forms. These screens and data ﬁelds are always updated by Bitfocus in response to changes in
HUD requirements, with no intervention necessary by the system administrator.

Display Logic

Clarity Human Services is equipped with
customizable display logic. For example, if a
client is over 18, the Veteran Status question
appears on their Proﬁle. Answering Yes to
Veteran Status not only displays a prompt for
the additional Veteran related responses, but
also creates an internal ﬂag in the system
identifying this client as a Veteran, allowing
subsequent program enrollments or
eligibility tools to infer their Veteran Status
without asking the question again.

Clarity Human Services is fully customizable and can thus incorporate various elements of assessment and intake protocols. For
example, other important information, such as Area Median Income (AMI) and Poverty Guidelines can also be implemented to
streamline intake and assessment, as well as any other determination criteria speciﬁc to your CoC.

Income Verification Features
Clarity Human Services is fully customizable and can thus incorporate various elements of assessment and intake protocols. For
example, other important information, such as Area Median Income (AMI) and Poverty Guidelines can also be implemented to
streamline intake and assessment, as well as any other determination criteria speciﬁc to your CoC.

Data Validation

System administrators can make Individual data
elements Required, Soft Required, or Not Required.

For example, if a Required ﬁeld is left blank, the screen will
not save and the user will not be able to proceed until they
complete that ﬁeld.

These ﬁeld requirements are easily
customizable to the system
administrator.

Calculations
Users can perform automatic tabulation and calculations directly
on the screen without intervention. For example, adding a value
to two cash-based income ﬁelds automatically tallies those
numbers

Unique Ids
Each client has a unique identiﬁer that is used to track them through the system. This can be de-identiﬁed for sensitive
programs. The unique ID is also involved in several other areas of functionality, including many reports.

Web-Based Photo Capture

The end user can take photographs of clients directly from the
web browser or mobile device. The tool also features integrated
photo adjustment features (i.e., cropping) directly from the
browser. Once a photo is uploaded, a photo ID card can be printed
directly from a thermal printer using PVC cards. The ID card
includes the client’s Unique Identiﬁer, as well as personal barcode
and other pertinent information.

Client Aliases

Many clients have aliases, or past names. (i.e., maiden names, nicknames, etc.), which can complicate client search. The
‘Alias’ data eld allows you to enter a list of names a client goes by. This allows other staff members and/or agencies search for the
client’s record using any of the names entered into the Alias data ﬁeld.

System Usability Scale (SUS) Survey
Clarity Human Services was recently included in the national System Usability Scale (SUS) Survey that was conducted b a third party.
Clarity Human Services was consistently rated the top software for system usability. The System Usability Scale (SUS) provides a
quick, easy, and reliable tool for measuring the usability of software. It consists of a 10-item questionnaire with ﬁve response options
for respondents; from strongly agree to strongly disagree. The SUS survey allows an end user to evaluate a wide variety of products
and services, including hardware, software, mobile devices, websites and applications. The survey was completed by end users
nationwide who routinely use an HMIS software platform (numerous HMIS vendors were included in the survey).
(The System Usability Scale (SUS) survey was conducted by Continuum of Care Board (NC502). Bitfocus obtained written permission
from Continuum of Care Board (NC502) to use the survey results for such purposes. The results are not
reﬂective of all end users of Clarity Human Services, as not all end users were surveyed.)

HMIS System Usability Scale

With your Homeless Management Information System (HMIS) software product as the system your are
evaluating, read each statement and select the the degree to which you strongly agree(S) or strongly
disagree(1) with each statement on the five point scale. If you are unsure or have no opinion, select the
point in the middle of the scale (3).
7. 1. I think that I would like to use this system frequently*
Mark only one oval.

2
Strongly Disagree

3

4

5

Q Q Q Q Q

Strongly Agree

8. 2. I found the system unnecessarily complex*
Mark only one oval.

2
Strongly Disagree

3

4

5

O Q O O O

Strongly Agree

9. 3. I thought the system was easy to use*
Mark only one oval.

2
Strongly Disagree

3

4

5

O O O O O

Strongly Agree

10. 4. I think that I would need the support of a technical person to be able to use this system *
Mark only one oval.

2
Strongly Disagree

3

4

5

O O O O O

Strongly Agree

11. 5. I found the various functions in this system were well integrated*
Mark only one oval.

2
Strongly Disagree

3

4

5

O O O O O

Strongly Agree

12. 6. I thought there was too much inconsistency in this system *
Mark only one oval.

Data Sharing

The Sharing section of the Clarity Human Services application enables the system administrator to control how their agency
shares data. System administrators can do the following: create Agency Sharing default settings as well as create any agency
exceptions; control whether data categories have ‘Not Shared’, ‘Basic Shared’, and ‘Full Sharing’ settings; and protect the privacy
and conﬁdentiality of client data while still maintaining streamlined centralized intake and coordinated entry.

Log Link
Clarity Human Services provides complete
auditing records on all areas connected to
end user interaction. The audit trails are
accessible by two methods:
Log Link: On every page, a Log Link
is presented at the bottom right of
the screen visible only to the system
administrator. When the system
administrator selects this link, any updates
made to any of the data presented on the
screen will appear. Items such as old value,
new value, date/time of the update, and the
user who made the update are all historically
presented in a concise format.
Database: The audit log also is provided
through the relational database, allowing the
system administrator to access the data
using a query tool, or write reports to manage
the updates in any way the system
administrator deﬁnes.

Screen Designer

Create custom screens using this simple yet powerful web-based screen/ assessment editor. Drag-drop
adjustment, setting of ﬁeld requirements, enabling of display logic, and many other powerful tools allow the system
administrator to quickly and elegantly design and publish data intake forms and assessments.

Field Editor

Create and manage custom database ﬁelds using this simple interface. Text, checkbox, dropdown, number, dollar,
and other additional data formats can be added. Clarity Human Services automatically creates and translates the
management to the relational database.

Access Roles
Clarity Human Services is designed around a
sophisticated Access Control List (ACL) model,
which provides granular level permissions to all
areas of Clarity Human Services. Individual access
roles are assigned to a user to dictate which areas
of the system they can view, what they can read/
write/edit/delete, and how those roles relate to
agencies they are potentially sharing data with.
Any areas of the system to which the end user is
denied access are eliminated from view, providing
a seamless user experience on any access role.
The system administrator can adopt the same
access role as the end user so that they can see
the system from the end user’s perspective.

Data Visualization
The Clarity Human Services data analysis tool allows for web-native, interactive visualizations and end users can drag and drop to
create or edit their own dashboards.

Assessment Score Processor

Assessment Processor (custom score processing)
This feature allows system administrators to deﬁne scoring formulas for custom assessments within Clarity Human Services, and
then use these scores for coordinated entry prioritization or reporting purposes. The Assessment Processor also allows for subtotals,
which can be used to create individually scored sections of the Assessment. These subtotals or sections can then be added,
subtracted, multiplied, or divided resulting in the overall Assessment score. This feature also makes the client's overall Assessment
score and individual Subtotal scores are easily accessible (dependent on access role). Custom score processing with the Assessment
Processor allows for ﬂexibility when developing and reﬁning intake and assessment tools. It enables communities to prioritize all
assessed homeless people by highest barriers, allowing for scoring based on need versus availability.

Matchmakers and Navigators (Client Matching)

This is a screenshot of a client referral screen. The system administrator can designate Matchmakers (access role) to manage
referrals, granting them access to view all available programs within the Community Queue, and re-assign or deny referrals, or set
referrals to pending or in process. The system administrator can also assign Navigators (access role) to manage staff assignment
to referrals in the Community Queue. Matchmakers and Navigators keep waitlist organized, enhancing the automated features of
Clarity Human Services to ensure the health and efficiency of the coordinated entry system. In essence, they help to ensure no
client falls through the cracks.

Custom program eligibility requirements

System administrators can apply various eligibility requirements to different programs. When a client is referred to an agency for
which he or she is ‘ineligible’, the referral will be unsuccessful. These eligibility requirements can be connected to the Assessment
Processor to enable highly reﬁned program placement. Custom program eligibility requirements enable system administrators to
categorize providers who are well-positioned to deliver the types of services best suited for the client, enabling accurate referral of
clients whose needs are appropriate for each particular program.

Therefore, in this example, in order for a client to be eligible for a referral into the Denver Emergency Shelter Program, they must be
female AND must have a VI-SPDAT score of greater than 5.
The Eligibility Determination Engine technology will now use these eligibility requirements to automatically determine if
a client is eligible. If an end user attempts to refer a non-eligible client to the Denver Emergency Shelter, then the referral form will
indicate that the client is not eligible.

Reservation System

The Clarity Human Services Reservation System offers an interface for service providers to enter vacancies and/or program
availability, and it is intimately connected to the Assessment and Referral Module. The end user can simultaneously generate the
referral and enroll the client into the program (screenshot above), and they can also see housing availability plotted and graphed
from the program enrollment screen (see following page for screenshot). With the real-time reactivity of the Reservation System,
service providers can quickly and intuitively indicate when housing and programs become available
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Attendance Tool

The end user can also simultaneously make a referral and mark attendance in the Attendance module. The Attendance Module
allows for the tracking of attendance-based services, which are services that are provided on a daily basis, or multiple times per
day. Examples of attendance-based services include transportation services and shelter services.

Community Queue Tab

This is a component of the Assessment and Referral system designated for waitlisting and prioritizing clients based on either
assessment scores (i.e., VI-SPDAT) or direct referrals to the waitlist. It has its own dashboard that shows all waitlist and prioritization
data for the Community Queue. This includes how many referrals have been made, and how many were Denied, Completed, and
Pending for the Community in its entirety. This is where the Matchmakers and Navigators operate. Anyone who visits this page,
regardless of which agency they belong to (agency must be within the CoC), will have same data on this page.

Batch Entry

The end user will be automatically prompted, upon client program enrollment, to select (via checkbox) family/household
members to include in the program

In-system secure email

Staff members can securely communicate with other staff members who use Clarity Human Services via the internal
messaging system. This is an excellent and secure way to keep track of conversations and information and build staff morale
and collaboration.

Attachment 2: Pricing Tables – Main Database
Please see following page
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12/17/2018

HSNCFL

angel.jones@hsncfl.org

Clarity User License Subscriptions

Qty

Unit Cost

Clarity Enterprise Users

286

$30.00

53.85%

Clarity Manager Users

120

$40.00

60.00%

4

$150.00

0.00%

Clarity Administrator Users

Annual Recurring Pricing

Discount

Monthly

Annually

Clarity Enterprise Seats

Includes access and operation at the Enterprise level per each seat

$8,580.00

$102,960.00

Clarity Manager Seats

Includes Enterprise level access and operation, with the addition of ability to customize
agency preferences, including services and programs of the selected agency. Agency
Manager license is required to run Data Analysis Tool.

$4,800.00

$57,600.00

Clarity Administrator Seats

Includes Enterprise and Manager level access and operation with the addition of System
Administration management functions.
(Includes 30 Hours of Advanced Technical Assistance per year).

$600.00

$7,200.00

Training Site License

A shared Clarity Training Web Site provides a separate environment for training purposes
and is an important part of any Clarity installation.

$250.00

$3,000.00

Data Integration Tool
(Optional; Included)

Allows for data import tool access, allowing for importing into the Clarity Human Services
platform. Billed monthly at $600.00.

$600.00

$7,200.00

Data Analysis Tool (Base)
(Optional; Included)

Data Analysis Ad-Hoc Query tool. Allows simple data mining through an intuitive drag and
drop interface to assist in analyzing data.

$500.00

$6,000.00

Customer Data Model
(Optional; Not Included)

The Customer Data Model provides direct access to client records using a dedicated,
realtime replica of your Clarity Human Services database

Optional

Optional

$15,330.00

$183,960.00

One-Time User License Configuration
Item

Description

Unit

Unit Cost

Enterprise Setup

Enterprise User Seat Licensing Setup Fee

286

$175.00

Total

$50,050.00

Manager Setup

Agency Manager User Seat Licensing Setup Fee

120

$250.00

$30,000.00

Administrator Setup

Administrator User Seat Licensing Setup Fee

4

$300.00

$1,200.00
$81,250.00

One-Time Setup & Implementation Fees
Item

Description

License Configuration Fee

One Time License Configuration Fees

System Admin Training

System Administration Training

Cost

$81,250.00
$5,000.00
Cost

Data Migration

Data import of client records from legacy system
(HUD XML/CSV,Client Assessments)

100000

0.1

$40,000.00
Cost

Implementation Service

Co-Development Implementation/Configuration

60

$65.00

$18,900.00
$145,150.00

Total Year One - Annual Licensing + License Configuration + Implementation Fees (Not to exceed)
Annual Recurring Pricing

$183,960.00

One Time Setup and Implementation Fees

$145,150.00
$329,110.00

Total Year Two & Subsequent Years
Annual Recurring Pricing

$183,960.00
$183,960.00

Attachment 3: Pricing Tables – DV Comparable Database
Please see following page
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Sonoma County

daniel.overbury-howland@sonoma-county.org

Clarity User License Subscriptions

Qty

Unit Cost

Clarity Enterprise Users

350

$25.00

61.54%

Clarity Manager Users

120

$50.00

50.00%

2

$150.00

0.00%

Clarity Administrator Users

Annual Recurring Pricing

Discount

Monthly

Annually

Clarity Enterprise Seats

Includes access and operation at the Enterprise level per each seat

$8,750.00

$105,000.00

Clarity Manager Seats

Includes Enterprise level access and operation, with the addition of ability to customize
agency preferences, including services and programs of the selected agency. Agency
Manager license is required to run Data Analysis Tool.

$6,000.00

$72,000.00

Clarity Administrator Seats

Includes Enterprise and Manager level access and operation with the addition of System
Administration management functions.
(Includes 30 Hours of Advanced Technical Assistance per year).

$300.00

$3,600.00

Data Integration Tool
(Optional; Not Included)

Allows for data import tool access, allowing for importing into the Clarity Human Services
platform. Billed monthly at $600.00 Monthly.

$600.00

$7,200.00

Data Analysis Tool (Base)
(Optional; Included)

Data Analysis Ad-Hoc Query tool. Allows simple data mining through an intuitive drag and
drop interface to assist in analyzing data.

$500.00

$6,000.00

Customer Data Model
(Optional; Not Included)

The Customer Data Model provides direct access to client records using a dedicated,
realtime replica of your Clarity Human Services database

Optional

Optional

$16,150.00

$193,800.00

One-Time User License Configuration
Item

Description

Unit

Unit Cost

Enterprise Setup

Enterprise User Seat Licensing Setup Fee

350

$175.00

Total

$61,250.00

Manager Setup

Agency Manager User Seat Licensing Setup Fee

120

$250.00

$30,000.00

Administrator Setup

Administrator User Seat Licensing Setup Fee

2

$300.00

$600.00
$91,850.00

One-Time Setup & Implementation Fees
Item

License Configuration Fee

Description

Cost

One Time License Configuration Fees

$91,850.00
Records

Data Migration

Data import of client records from legacy system
(HUD XML/CSV,Client Assessments)

0

Cost

$18.00

Agencies

Implementation Service

Co-Development Implementation/Configuration

Cost

$1,500.00

Not included
$11,525.00

Total Year One - Annual Licensing + License Configuration + Implementation Fees (Not to exceed)
Annual Recurring Pricing
One Time Setup and Implementation Fees

$193,800.00
$11,525.00
$205,325.00

Total Year Two & Subsequent Years
Annual Recurring Pricing

$193,800.00
$193,800.00

Attachment 4: Clarity Human Services License Breakdown
Please see following page
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USER LICENSE BREAKOUT
Item

Description

Core Functionality

Read only access to client records; Ability to create a
new client profile without the ability to conduct program
enrollment or provide services; Ability to complete
assessments that are not tied to a program enrollment;
View access to client-level reports

Online Support
Documentation

Access to technical documentation (online portals),
introductory training,

Client Management

Conduct client intake/assessment. document case
notes, manage client files/forms, and other client record
activities.

Service Transactions

Document and track service provision activities within
the client record.

Program Management

Enroll clients into programs and track program activity
within the client record.

Coordinated Entry &
Referral Management

Access to the robust assessment and referral system
with synthesized features designed to strengthen
prioritization processes.

Canned Reporting

Access to 200+ canned reports in Clarity Human
Services Report Library (access rights governed by
customizable user access roles)

Built-In Data Analysis
Tool*

Data Analysis Ad-Hoc Query tool. Allows simple data
mining through an intuitive drag and drop interface to
assist in analyzing data

Agency Administration

Manage all elements of agency operations, including
the ability to create custom screens and assessment
forms.

Funding and Grants

Manage agency federal and non-federal funding
sources, service-related spend-down, sub-grants,
vendors and accounts.

Data Imports and
Integration

Access to the Data Integration Tool, which allows for
importing into the Clarity Human Services platform*

Stand-Alone Data
Analysis Engine

Allows advanced data mining for expanded business
intelligence insights and performance measurement.*

1-1 Customer Support

System administrators have access to 1-1 technical
support from members of the Customer Support Team.

System Administration

Ability to customize all aspects of the system, including
the ability to create programs, services, custom
screens, and assessment forms.

Enterpris
e

Manager

*Optional add-on item for additional fee. Please see Optional Additional Services table for details.

Admin

Attachment 5: Data Integration Tool (DIT)
Please see following page
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Clarity Human
Services Data
Import Tool

Full Support for HUD HMIS CSV
and XML Standards
Our Data Import Tool supports federal
formats for CSV and XML exports of
HMIS data. Your standard license fee
includes regular maintenance and
updates to the latest release of the
HUD Data Standards.
RESTful API
For programmatic access to your
Clarity Human Services HMIS, the Data
Import Tool includes a full RESTful API,
allowing for automated imports into
the system. (XML Only)

The

Clarity

Human

Services

Data Import Tool (DIT) provides
system administrators with a
powerful suite of data import tools
designed to help communities
bring both HUD as well as locallydefined client data into HMIS.

Bitfocus

Custom Fields and Data
By extending the HUD XML schema,
the Data Import Tool supports the
import of customer-defined data
elements. (XML Only)

548 Market St, San Francisco, CA 94104
888.350.5298 | bitfocus.com

Attachment 6: Customer List (CoCs only)
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Clarity Human Services Customer List
We welcome new users, programs and agencies to the Clarity Human Services community on a continuous basis. The table below presents
totals for all implementations, including approximate totals for Active Users, Agencies, and Programs across all implementations.
Continuums of Care

Active Users

Agencies

Programs

37

350,000 +

4,000 +

18,500 +

CUSTOMER

DELIVERABLES

California
Los Angeles CoC

HMIS

Glendale County CoC

HMIS

Pasadena County CoC

HMIS

San Francisco County CoC

HMIS + HMIS System Administration

Santa Clara County CoC

HMIS + HMIS System Administration

Marin County CoC

HMIS + HMIS System Administration

Contra Costa County CoC

HMIS

Butte County CoC

HMIS

San Mateo County CoC

HMIS

Napa County CoC

HMIS

San Joaquin CoC

HMIS

Yolo County CoC

HMIS

Sacramento County CoC

HMIS

Alameda County CoC

HMIS

Orange County CoC

HMIS

Santa Cruz CoC

HMIS

San Diego CoC

HMIS

Kern County CoC

HMIS

Colorado
Metropolitan Denver CoC

HMIS

Balance of State CoC

HMIS

Colorado Springs/El Paso County CoC

HMIS

Washington
Seattle / King County CoC

HMIS + HMIS System Administration

Washington Balance of State CoC

HMIS

Yakima County CoC

HMIS

Massachusetts
Central Massachusetts

HMIS

City of Cambridge

HMIS

Nevada
Southern Nevada CoC

HMIS + HMIS System Administration

Northern Nevada CoC

HMIS + HMIS System Administration

Rural Nevada CoC

HMIS + HMIS System Administration

Continued on reverse

CUSTOMER

DELIVERABLES

Pennsylvania
Luzerne County CoC

HMIS

Montgomery County CoC

HMIS

Ohio
Cincinnati/Hamilton County CoC

HMIS

Texas
El Paso County CoC

HMIS

Florida
Citrus, Hernando, Lake, and Sumpter County CoC

HMIS

Islands and Territories
Guam

HMIS

Northern Mariana Islands

HMIS

American Samoa

HMIS

Let’s get to
work in your
community.

Bitfocus
5940 S Rainbow Blvd Ste 400 #60866
Las Vegas, Nevada 89118-2507
T. (888) 450-5298
E. sales@bitfocus.com

